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Chapter I

The Basic Themes

A. Introduction

A the very heart nf Iove--ent contracting are the issues of who

may bind the Government, under what circumstances, and to what extent.

The obvious response from ,those experienced in the field is to point

to the warranted Contracting Officer. Seeing a Contracting Officer's

warrant is clear evidence of authority. It represents actual authority

in its most obvious and direct form.-But what if the Government

representative with whom the contractor deals does not have a warrant,

what then? Does the representative have authority, and if so what are

its limits? Answering these questions requires a study of the pre-

requisites to the existence and proper transfer of authority. A

preliVnary understanding of the basic principles is therefore

essential to any indepth analysis of the topic. The purpose of this

chapter is therfore to briefly analyze the predominate legal themes

and to outline and categorize the types of authority arguments used to

bind the Government in the area of representative action.

The theory in this area begins with the requirement for actual

authority. It is ostensively the driving force for all subordinate

arguments. The stream of Contracting Officer (C.O.) arguments begins

with direct C.O. involvement in the form of ratification, moves slowly

through actual C.O. knowledge and acquiescence, and then to the

mputed knowledge. Ultimately, there are Liuse ccsions

dealing with the implied authority of the representative which brings

in questions of express and implied delegation of the C.O. 's au-

4.!
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thority. Examination of these legal concepts at this point should

serve to alert the reader to the type of issues with which the

contractor and legal forums must contend, and which the different

agencies have not as yet adequately addressed. The fact that the

stated principles often strain in their application serves to attest

to their inadequacy as a complete explanation of what is really taking

place. Examination of these theories now also permits Chapter III's

analysis at an altogether different level of the subordinate issues of

relationship, good faith, and circumstance. In short, the classic

legal principles having been outlined new legal patterns may ac-

cordingly be discussed.

B. The Need for Actual Authority

The requirement that a Government agent be "authorized" is no

more than the sovereign's attempt to prescribe limits on the conduct

of its representatives. While the rules used may be unique to the

Government, the problem is not. Not all agents of corporations and

partnerships may bind their respective entities, neither may all

Government representatives bind the United States.

Distinctive to the field of Government contracts is the need for

actual authority to contractually bind the Government.1  Arguments

that all appearances would lead a reasonable man to believe a Gov-

ernment representative was authorized are an inadequate basis for

contractor recovery. Such "apparent authority".simply cannot bind the

United States. The essence of this most fundamental principle of

Government contracts is clearly set out by the United States Supreme

Court in Federal Crop Insurance Corporation v.-Merrill 2 where the Court

stated:

Whatever the form in which the Government functions
anyone entering into an arrangement with the
Government takes the risk of having accurately

:.:A
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ascertained that he who purports to act for the
Government stays within the bounds of his authority.
The scope of this authority may be explicitly
defined by Congress or be limited by delegated
legislation, properly exercised through the rule-
making power. And this is so even though, as here,
the agent himself may have been unaware of the
limitation upon his authority 3 .

If all actions were or even could be taken by or through warranted

C.O. 's, the inquiry as to the existence and limits of a represen-

tative's authority could be easily satisfied. However, the complexity

of action required by proper contract award and administration is such

as to often involve numerous other Government representatives who do

not have a warrant. In fact, in many contracting environments, the

warranted C.O. serves as little more than an administrative conduit,

signing required modifications, giving necessary approvals, but

relying heavily on the expert decisions and guidance of non-warranted

Government personnel.

The dilemma of the contractor in trying to decide who does and

who does not have authority is well illustrated by the 1982 NASA BCA

decision of DBA Systems4 where the contractor relied on statements

made by a "contract specialist" responsible for the day to day admini-

stration of the contract. Summarily dismissing the contractor's claim

the, board stated:

It is of no consequence to the determination of this
appeal that [the contract specialist's] title may
have sounded important, or implied authority to
approve funding of the overrun 5.

In DBA, actual authority was lacking and reasonable appearances of

what the Government's "contract specialist" could or could not do were

completely immaterial. It was the contractpr's responsibility to

confirm or obtain all guidance from the C.O. When the contractor

elected to deal with a Government representative other than a war-

?,I,1 -?_,.r f-.
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.. ranted C.O., he did so at his own risk.

One further comment is in order before leaving the topic of

actual authority. While the C.O. is clearly identified with actual

authority, the actual C.O. himself may not be so clearly identified.

This is evident from a reading of the Defense Acquisition Regulations

(DAR) definition of "Contracting Officer." DAR 1-201.3 begins by

describing the specifically appointed or designated C.O. and then

includes the following language:

The term also includes the authorized rep-
resentative of the contracting officer acting within
the limits of his authorit. (Emphasis added)

Similar language is a'part of the Federal Procurement Regulation (FPR)

definition of the C.O.6 While the complete resoluti-on of the poten-

tial implications of this expanded concept of Contracting Officer is

clearly beyond the scope of an introductory chapter, the potential

impact of this definition on representative authority is obvious.

Simply stated, it stands as clear evidence of actual authority in

representatives other than the warranted C.O. Issues as to how these I
representatives are appointed, and what they can or cannot do will be

addressed at later point.

C. Ratification

The need for actual authority, or perhaps put more accurately the

fear of apparent authority, is in most instances the driving force in

representative authority arguments. For this reason assertions that

the representative was authorized often include an express or implied

connection to the C.O. Implicate the C.O. in the particular action or

inaction and the Government stands a much better chance of being

bound. Leave the C.O. out and absent a specific delegation, the

argument may equate to nothing more than appearances and equity, and

4'.
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chances of contractor recovery diminish substantially.

The need for C.O. involvement makes the concept of ratification

an ideal argument for contractor recovery. C.O. confirmation of a

Government representative's actions makes charges of apparent au-

thority immaterial. To recover under a ratification theory, the

contractor must show that the unauthorized Government representative

has had his actions adopted by one with authority and knowledge of the

facts. 7  This is ordinarily the designated C.O. It can take place in

the form of express ratification, 8 affirmative conduct, 9 and even

* -. silence.10

The case of express ratification is the easiest to comprehend. It

is simply some form of oral or written statement ordinarily made by

the C.O. which adopts previously unauthorized conduct. 1 1  The classic

cases are the issuance of a modification which includes changes made

by an unauthorized Government representative or the C.O.'s reassertion

of a inspector's prior incorrect contract interpretation.
12

Ratification by conduct may take place even though authorized

officials do not expressly ratify the unauthorized actions. This

routinely occurs where an agency makes some statement that the work

V was needed, or was in the Government's best interest, and then rec-

ommends payment. 13

Ratification inferred from silence or inaction by the C.O.

obviously requires less evidence than the other two categories. By

definition, there need be no evidence of a statement or action. 14 The

simple tolerance of the unauthorized action by an individual with

authority is seen as tacit acceptance of the action. The typical case

is where the C.O. simply sits back, accepts the benefits derived from

the unauthorized action with full knowledge of what has taken place,
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- and then disavows the action based on the technical absence of

authority.1 5  The C.O. 's knowledge of the facts together with his

acquiescence is held to preclude the contractor form being labeled a

"volunteer". The Government is bound.

- The overwhelming desire of the courts and boards to find C.O.

contact with an otherwise unauthorized action is best evidenced by the

Court of Claims' decision of Williams v. United States. 1 6 This case

which will be-discussed in more depth in Chapter IT cs arrived at by

finding ratification based on constructive notice ,J silence. The

ordinary prerequisite to ratification, £.0. knowl was omitted as

a result of the particular circumstances of the case. No action was

required by the C.O. No knowledge was required by the C.O. The

factual circumstances themselves created the basis for finding

ratification, or at least a finding that the actions in issue were

authorized. Arguably the C.O. is responsible for those situations he

tolerates, notwithstanding whether he was on actual notice to them.

The next section's discussion of imputed knowledge moves authority

issues even further from direct C.O. involvement.

D. Imputed Knowledge

Attempts to link representative action or inaction with the

designated C.O. have sometimes lead to use of the theory of imputed

knowledge. The supposed basis for the concept as it applies to

Government representatives is the rule of agency that a principal is

bound by knowledge of its agents as to all information that the agent

had a duty to deliver to the principal. 1 7

The concept of imputed or constructive knowledge can have obvious

advantages to a contractor searching for a theoretical link to the

C.O. Use of imputed knowledge effectively translates C.O. ignorance

,":- -"-'". ""--'- - -"-. -;--.. :--:-'; " :- - -- "--"- - -- -- - "".-"-."-'--".' -'-,,
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and inaction into the necessary binding contact with the C.O. 's

warrant. Because of this, it is based on the most strained basis of

"contact" with the C.O. In reality, it is a lack of C.O. contact. The

theory is amply illustrated in the ASBCA decision of Southwestern

Sheet Metal Works 18 where a C.O. was found to have imputed knowledge

from an inspector. The board's basis for implementing the theory was

as follows:

Even the inspector did not possess the necessary

authority to give such an order, we believe that the
Contracting Officer had actual or constructive
knowledge of the situation.

[The contractor] was in constant contact with the

inspector and the inspector with his super'visors.
Therefore if the Contracting Officer did not know of
the order "... he ought to have known, and the
knowledge is imputed to him." Gresham & Co., Inc.
v. United States . . .19

The theory is also spelled out in the 1975 ASBCA decision of U. S.

Federal Engineering & Manufacturinj 20 where the Government's project

manager and not the C.O. received notice of necessary changes due to

defective specifications. The board found the Government legally bound

and pointed to the C.O.'s warrant as authority:

The fact that the contracting officer did not have
actual knowledge of the additions to be made to the
device does not insulate the Government from the
consequences that actual knowledge would impose. His
various representatives are his eyes and ears (if
not his voice) and their knowledge is treated for
all intents and purposes as his. 21

The above decisions seem to address the existence of two duties: (1)

the representative's duty to inform the C.0.; and (2) the C.0. 's duty

to stay informed. Both duties point to the CO. and are implicitly

based on the belief that the representative does not nave authority on

his own. :ears of apparent authority, no doubt, demand the C.0. nexus

... , - .. .. . . . . .. .. .- . . , . .. - . . . .... . , _ . -" . -. . -, -, . , . . , . . , : .



for a viable argument. Discussion in Chapter III will examine the

basis for imputed knowledge and whether it is really even necessary to
wr , r

* bind the Government.

E. Implied Authority

While apparent authority is an inadequate basis to hold the

Government responsible for the actions of its representatives, the

courts and boards have often granted relief on the basis of "implied

authority", a form of actual authority. 2 2 The theoretical basis for

implied authority is that authority to bind the Government may be

implied when that authority is considered to be an integral part of

the duties assigned to the Government representative. Thus, analysis

of implied authority demands a study of factual ctrcumstances sur-

rounding both the actual delegation and the task being assigned. It

stands as the clear recognition that a representative must have at

least that amount of authority necessary to perform the task to which

* he has been assigned. To that extent it is the courts' and boards'

application of a little common sense to task delegations. This

tempering of authority delegations with contracting realities is well

illustrated by the following language from the 1979 ASBCA decision of

Urban Pathfinders: 2 3

We are not unmindful of the fact that the con
tracting officer did not delegate the authority to
him to change the terms of the contract but we
conclude that his delegated authority was suf-
ficiently broad to include the authority to change
the terms of the contract in a situation where
expeditious action was required to avoid a frus-
tration in the objectives for which the contract was
awarded. We find, therefore, that, under the
circumstances of this case, the Project Officer had
the implied authority to order the additional work
for which appellant claims compensation.24

The major issue surrounding implied authority is not whether it

exists, as some implied authority no doubt follows with almost every



task delegation from the C.O. The question is how much implied

authority is present or what actions outside the specific delegation

may be considered authorized? A classic implied authority decision

struggling with the bounds of a delegation is the ASBCA decision of

Switlik Parachute Co. 2 5  In Switlik an inspector had been delegated

authority to accept. The question was whether this necessarily

implied authority to state conditions for acceptance. The ASBCA

stated the bounds of the express delegation of authority and noted:

Since the authority to accept necessarily embraces
the authority to reject...we conclude the QAR acted
within the scope of authority conferred on him by
necessary implication...when he prescribed con-
ditions under which he would inspect and accept...
(Emphasis added)

26

To decide a case involving implied authority therefore requires an

analysis of to what extent authority is necessary and inherent to the

proper performance of the assigned tasks. This is the "scope of

authority" issue discussed in Switlik. It is also arguably the

foundation for the requirement that the C.O.R. be working within the

"limits of his authority" in order to satisfy the previously refe-

renced DAR2 7 and FPR 2 8 definitions of "Contracting Officer."

F. Conclusion

The common thread of all the above arguments is some form of C.O.

attribution. Direct C.O. involvement may result in a ratification.

Representatives who have information and fail to report it to the C.O.

have breached their duty to inform their warranted superior and

arguably, the C.O. has failed in his duty to properly manage his

ager, t. The agent's knowledge is therefore imputed to the C.O.

Finally, specific delegation of tasks clea'rly implies the power or

"-""authority necessary to perform those tasks. Again, C.O. authority in

the formal delegation translates into implied authority to perform

21 - 0.
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unstated but necessary tasks. Only the briefest analysis is required

to determine that all of the stated argunents begin and end with the

C. O. 's warrant.

The simple priciples set out in this chapter constitute an

incomplete explanation of representative authority. Since they focus

on the C.O., they really do not address representative authority. The

next chapter addresses intra-agency guidance in the area of Government

representatives. The absence of any meaningful guidance as to what

representatives other than the C.O. may or may not do is the basis of

much confusion. Formal supplements to DAR and FPR offer only the most

rudimentary guidance on the topics of appointment, authority, dele-

gation, and contractor interface, and this limited 'guidance relates

only to the formally appointed Contracting Officer's Representative.

Other representatives are not even addressed. For this reason, all

legal arguments cling to the only certainty in the area, the C.O. 's

warrant. The lack of meaningful intra-agency guidance, well illu-

strated by the brevity of Chapter II, has spawned the complexity of

problems discussed by the courts and boards in a voluminous Chapter

III. Chapter III, in a sense, begins where Chapter I left off. Having

established principles in the representative authority area, a second

level of analysis becomes appropriate. This involves a statement of

the basic legal principles cited by the courts or boards and then an

indepth examination of patterns to determine why the Chapter I legal

principles seem to be only selectively applied.

S"

.......................................... :. .
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Chapter II

4' Intra-Agency Guidance

A. Introduction

It takes only a very brief examination of the regulations and

"* case law to realize that there are essentially two major categories of

contracting personnel representing the Government: (1) Formally

designated Contracting Officer Representatives (C.O.R.); and (2) other

Government representatives working on the contract who have a title

other than the C.O.R. designation. The first category, the formally

designated C.O.R.'s ordinarily go by their title of "Contracting

Officer's Representative" or "Contracting Officer's Technical Repre-

sentative." Occasionally they are referred to by the task they

perform, inspector with authority to accept, project officer, resident

*engineer etc. Regardless of how they are referred, the fact remains

that they have a formal delegation of authority either directly from

- the C.O., or from the contract created by the C.O. It is this formal

connection with the C.O. which distinguishes the formally designated

C.O.R. from the other Government representatives working on the

contract. This second category goes solely by the title of the task

they are performing, since they routinely have no formal designation or

delegation of authority. The extent of these representative's contact

with the C.O. varies and can only be determined in part from the task

they have been assigned. Careful investigation of all the factual cir-

cumstances is required to discover whether the C.O. has implicitly or

explicitly transferred authority to these representatives. This

O111 analysis, performed by the boards and courts, is the topic of Chapter

.:.;: I II.
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The purpose of this chapter is to examine the intra-agency

guidance with regard to these different Government representatives. The

area breaks out into two sections: (1) Formal regulatory guidance and

(2) miscellaneous intra-agency guidance. The formal regulations

include the DAR and the particular agencies' regulations which are

subordinate to either DAR or FPR. The informal intra-agency guidance

examined consisted of pamphlets, directives, technical manuals, policy

letters supplementing DAR and FPR. The agencies included in this study

were the Army, Navy, Air Force, the National Air and Space Admini-

stration, the General Services Administration, the Department of Trans-

portation, and the Department of Energy.

B. Formal Regulatory Guidance

The following provisions are virtually all the formal regulatory

guidance for the agencies studied. They are set out together to foster

easy comparison and contrast bf what they do or do not address with

regard to the particular issues in this area.

(1) The Regulatory Guidance

(a) The Formally Designated Contracting Officer's Repre-

sentative

While there are -some indirect references to the formally desig-

nated C.O.R., the following is essentially the only direct guidance in

this area.

Army DAR Supplement (ADARS)

1-406. 50 Contracting Officers' Represen-
tatives (COR's)

(a) A contracting officer may select and
designate any Government employee, military or
civilian, to act as this authorized representative in
administering a contract which is not assigned for
administration to DCAS, subject to the authority and
limitations in 1-406.51. In selecting an individual
for designation as his authorized representative, the
contracting officer shall ensure that the individual
possesses qualifications and experience commensurate
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with the authorities with which he is to be em-
powered.

(b) Normally a COR shall be designated by
name and position title. When it is not feasible to
designate a COR by name and position title, a
designation may be made by position title only,
provided the designation is clearly understandable to
all concerned.

(c) Each designation of a COR shall be in
writing and shall clearly define the scope and
limitations of his authority, and shall include the
statement that COR authority is not redelegable.
Changes in the scope and limitations of authority may

p, be made either by issuance of a new designation or by
an amendment to the existent designation. When one

• ., COR is to act for the contracting officer on more
than one contract, separate designations shall be
issued for each contract.

(d) A designation of a-COR shall remain in
effect through the life of the contract concerned
unless-

(i) sooner revoked by the contracting
officer or his successor, or

(ii) revoked by the reassignment of the
individual designated.

(e) Nothing in this paragraph shall be
.-: construed as-

(i) requiring individuals responsible
for accomplishment of -broad functions of contract

.administration, such-as engineering evaluation,
testing, and inspection to be designated COR's; or

(ii) authorize COR's to initiate
procurement actions by use of imprest funds, blanket
purchase agreements, or purchase orders, to place
calls or delivery orders under basic agreements,
basic ordering agreements, or indefinite delivery
type contracts.

1-406.51 Authority and Limitations

(a) A COR shall not be authorized to award,
agree to, or sign any contract or modification
thereto, or in any way to obligate the payment of
money by the Government; except that-

(i) a COR may be empowered to issue
change orders under the Changes clausi in contracts
for supplies and services and under the Changes
[Standard Form 23-A] or subparagraph (a) of the
Changes and Changed Conditions [Standard Form 19]
clauses in construct contracts, provided such change
orders do not involve a change in unit price, total
contract price, quantity, quality-, or delivery
schedule; and

(ii) a COR may be empowered to issue or
change shipping and marking instructions which may
affect the unit or total contract price within the
limits of funding authority certified to him,
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provided such shipping and marking instructions or
changes thereto in no way change the total production
quantity in the contract delivery schedule and
provided further that the COR furnishes a copy of
each document issuing or changing shipping and
marking instructions to the contracting officer
concurrently with its release to the contractor.

(b) Within the limitations in (a) above, a
COR may be empowered to take any actions under a
contract which could lawfully be taken by the
contracting officer except where the terms of the
contract itself specifically prohibit a COR from
exercising such authority.

(c) A COR may not be authorized to initiate
procurement actions by use of imprest funds, blanket

purchase agreements, or other small purchase methods,
-, nor to place calls or delivery orders under basic

agreements, basic ordering agreements, or indefinite
delivery type contracts.

1-406.52 Terminations of Designation.

Terminations of designations of COR's shall be in
writing and shall set forth the date upon which the
termination is effective.

1-406.53 Distribution and Acknowledgement of
Designations.

(a) The origir~al and one copy of each COR
* designation shall be furnished the COR who shall be

required to acknowledge its receipt on the original
thereof and return it to the contracting officer for
retention in the appropriate contract file.

Air Force DAR Supplement (AF DAR Sup)

1-201.55 Technical Representatives of the Contracting
Officer (TRCO). See ARF 70-9 for duties and respon-

sibilities.

General Services Procurement Regulations (GSPR)

5A-1.404-70 Contracting officers'repre-

sentati ves.
(a) Appointment. A contracting officer may

appoint any Government employee who is qualified to
act as his authorized representative. A contracting
officer's representative may be designated by name
and position title or by position title only. The
appointment shall be in writing and shall define the
scope and limitations of the reoresentative's

authority. The appointment will remain in effect
throughout the life of the contract unless revoked.
Copies of appoi;,tments shall be placed in appropriate
contract files. A copy of each appointment, change,
or termination shall be furnished to each contractor.

' ' .. ..ml " . " " 'il 
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This section does not require appointment of indi-
viduals for accomplishment of contract administration
(e.g. engineering evaluations, testing, quality
control, inspection).

(b) Authority. A contracting officer's
representative may represent the contracting officer
with respect to one or more contracts and may take

*" any action which may be taken by the contracting
officer, except that the representative may not award
or modify a contract. The contracting officer may
empower his authorized representative to issue change
orders, provided that the orders do not involve
changes in unit price, total contract price, quan-
tity, quality, or delivery schedule. Change orders
issued by representatives will contain the following
statement: "In accepting this change order the
contractor agrees that the price and all other terms
and conditions of the contract remain unchanged."
The contractor will also be instructed not to proceed
under the change order until he has accepted the
quoted statement, signed it, and returned it to the
authorized representative.

Department of Transportation Procurement Regulations
(DOTPR)

12-1.402-50 Contracting officer's repre-
sentati yes.

(a) A contracting officer may designate
Government personnel to. act as his authorized
representatives for such functions as inspection,
approval of shop drawings, testing, approval of
samples and other functions of a technical nature not
involving a change in the scope, price terms or
conditions of the contract or order. Such desig-
nation shall be in writing and shall contain specific
instructions as to the extent to which the repre-
sentative may take action for the contracting
officer, but will not contain authority to sign
contractual documents. The responsibilities and
limitations of the contracting officer' s repre-
sentatives may be set forth in the contract or in a
separate letter, a copy of which shall be furnished
to the contractor.

* -jW

Department of Energy Procurement Regulations (DOEPR)

9-1.451 Contracting Officer's represen-
tati ves.

(a) A Contracting Officer may designate
Government personnel to act as authorized repre-
sentatives for such functions as inspection, approval
of shop drawings, testing, approval of samples, and
other functions of a technical nature not involving a
change in the scope, price, terms, or conditions of

V 1% %.*f**~~ .~ t . . -
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the contract or order. Such designation shall be in
writing and shall contain specific instructions as to
the extent to which the representative may take
action for the Contracting Officer, but will not
contain authority to sign contractual documents. The
responsibilities and limitations of the Contracting
Officer's representatives may be set forth in the
contract or in a separate letter, a copy of which
shall be furnished to the contractor.

In the formally designated C.O.R. area there is essentially no

Navy or NASA guidance. The only Air Force guidance is to AFR 70-9, a

technical manual which addresses no substantive authority issues.

With the exception of the previously disc.ussed DAR and FPR definitions

of C.O. discussed in Chapter I, there is no direct regulatory guidance

relating to the formally appointed C.O.R.

(b) Representatives other than the Formally Designated

Contracting Officer's Representative.

The regulations examined- contained almost no guidance on the

status of the numerous representatives that have functions connected

with formation or administration of contracts but are not formally de-

signated C.O.R. 's. The little guidance that does exist applies

primarily to procurement personnel and inspectors. Listed below are

the provisions applicable to this area.

The Defense Acquisition Regulations (DAR)

7-602.43 Government Inspectors
GOVERNMENT INSPECTORS (1965 JAN)

The work will be conducted under the general
direction of the Contracting Officer a6d is subject
to inspection by his appointed inspectors to insure
strict compliance with the terms of the contract. No
inspector is authorized to change any provision of
the specifications without written authorization of
the Contracting Officer, nor shall the presence or
absence of an inspector relieve the Contractor from
any requirements of the contract.

3-801.2 Responsibility of Contracting
Officer.

9...
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(a) Contracting officers, or their authorized
representatives acting within the scope of their
authority, are the exclusive agents of their re-
spective Departments to enter into and administer
contracts on behalf of the Government in accordance
with ASPR and Departmental procedures. Each con-
tracting officer is responsible for performing or
having performed all administrative actions necessary
for effective contracting. The contracting officer
shall avail himself of all appropriate organizational
tools such as the advice of specialists in the fields
of contracting, finance, law, contract audit,
packaging, engineering, traffic management, and price
analysis.

(b) To the extent services of specialists are
utilized in the negotiation of contracts, the
contracting officer must coordinate a team of
experts, requesting advice from them, evaluating
their counsel, and availing him.self of their skills.
He shall not, however, transfer his own respon-
sibilities to them. -Thus, determination of the
suitability of the contract price to the Government
always remains the responsibility of the cont-racting
officer.

NASA Procurement Regulations (NASA PR)

14.403 Guidelines for Use in Arranging for
Quality Assurance Functions at NASA Suppliers'
Plants.

(a) General.

(2) Since the contracting officer is the
only official of the Government authorized to bind
the Government contractually in dealings with
contractors, it is essential that all actions which
affect the contract be taken through the contracting
officer.

(3) NASA representatives visiting plants
where inspection services are being performed for
NASA by a Government agency shall notify the agency
in advance of the purpose of the visit. Any instruc-
tions, decisions, or advice to the contractor shall
be provided either simultaneously to tie contractor
and to the agency, or via the agency. All oral
commitments shall be confirmed in writing.
General Services Procurement Regulations

5A-1.404-70 Contracting Officer's repre-
sentatives

(c) Personnel assigned, not appointed, as
representatives. A person assigned to and performing

• , . . ""-." •" ' ' I " ' ., - ;% - - ,,, . ' ", ,'. -,t " , ,. - - , . , , .
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duty within a procurement office, under the super-
vision of a contracting officer, does not require
designation as a representative. Persons considered
to be subordinate to the contracting officer and who
act in his behalf have the inherent authority of the
contracting officer. The contracting officer cannot
authorize subordinates who are not formally appointed
contracting officers (§5A-1.404.2) to sign any
documents or letters which require the signature of a
contracting officer.

Department of Transportation Procurement Regulations

12-1.402-50 Contracting officer's repre-

sentati ves.

(b) A person assigned 'to and performing his
primary duty within a procurement office, and who is
under the supervision of a contracting officer, does
not require designation as a representative to
perform his assigned duties. Such a person is
considered to be an employee of the contracting
officer, acting in his behalf and as such has the
authority to perform acts as assigned by the con-
tracting officer. The contracting officer cannot,
without delegating con.tracting officer authority,
authorize his employees-to sign any contract document
or letter where the signature of a contracting
officer is required.

The occasional inclusion of procurement personnel under the title

of "Contracting Officer's Representative" 2 9 seems to indicate that

being a C.O.R. does not require designation as such. However, the lack

of guidance on this issue, as well as the absence of any guidance re-

garding appointment and limitations of the authority of other non-

designated C.O.R. representatives,30 has posed a serious dilemma for

the courts and boards. In short, as noted in Chapter I, the brevity

of the regulations has spawned the complexity of the courts's and

boards' opinions discussed at length in Chapter Ill.

(2) Manner of Appointment

(a) The Formally Designated Contracting Officer's

Representative

"v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ . . . . .. . . . . . .N . ° . . . . . .
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While the designation of C.O.R. may be formal, the steps neces-

sary for that appointment are in most cases very informal. Vague

generalities with references to no particular level of expertise are

common to the appointment process.3 1 Occasionally the designation may

be directed to be in writing, 3 2 with the further requirement "that it

clearly define the scope and limitations of the authority involved. 3 3

Even in these instances, however, exceptions are often made in the

areas of engineering34 and procurement.
35

The problems associated with the manner of C.O.R. appointment

flow over into the next section, "Lim-tations of Authority". An

ambiguous appointment can open to doubt to all parties the lim.its of

the representative's authority. Similarly, those C'.O.R. provisions

which eliminate the need to formally designate certain procurement 3 6

and engineering personnel 3 7 create ambiguity as to which category of

representative these individuals-belong. The overlap of these issues

however, is not so much a problem as it is an indication of what is

going on. A poor or ambiguous appointment can and does play havoc with

the clarity of the authority grant. The result is a representative and

a contractor who are uncertain of the limits of the grant and a

judicial review which must look to other than the grant to find those

limits.

Neither the DAR nor the FPR prescribe any method by which

formally designated C.O.R.'s acquire authority to bind the Government.

The topic of delegation is not discussed. The same can be said for the

Navy Procurement Directives, the Air Force DAR Supplement, and the NASA

Procurement Regulations.

The Army DAR Supplement at ADARS 1-406.50 sets out that de-

partment s procedures for appointment of a C. R. The regulation

.1 
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permits the C.0. to select and designate "any" Government employee,

with the vague requirement that the C.0. "ensure that the individual

possess qualifications and experience commensurate with the authorities

he is to be empowered. "38  In accordance with ADARS 1-406. 53, a copy

of the designation is to he given to the contractor. A questionable

requirement in ADARS 1-406.50 is the statement that any changes in the

scope and limitations of authority. "may" be made either by a new

designation or by amendment. 3 9  The ADARS specifically states that

* formal C.O.R. designation is not required for individuals responsible

for accomplishment of the "broad functions of contract administration,

such as engineering evaluation, testing and inspection." 40 . This

statement could be read as meaning that the tasks are sufficiently

ministerial as to not mandate the designation. Also plausible in

* . light of the reference to the language "broad functions" is the

argument that these representatives are already C.O.R.'s as a result of

their positions and do not require the formal designation. Which

explanation is to govern is unclear, particularly since the inspection

function, normally associated with a very narrow grant of authority, is

one of the referenced positions not requiring a formal C.O.R. desig-

nation.
41

The General Services Procurement Regulations (GSPR) set out

procedures similar to those in the ADARS. According to the GSPR,

appointment to the position of C.O.R. can be made to "any Government

employee who is qualified... "42 The appointment is to be in writing

and is supposed to define the scope and limitations of the represen-

tative' s authority. 4 3 A copy is to be furnis-hed to the contractor. 4 4

As was the case with the Army guidance, the GSPR states there need not

'e an appointment of individuals involved in the accomplishment of
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"contract administration," also described to include engineering

evaluations, testing, quality control, and inspection. 4 5  Also exempt

from these appointment procedures are individuals assigned to and under

the supervision of the designated C.O.46  These procurement personnel

are said to have the "inherent authority of the contracting officer."4 7

It is unclear from the regulation as to whether the previously ref-

erenced contract administration personnel also have the C.O. 's "in-

herent authority.

The Department of Transportation Procurement Regulations at DOT

PR 12-1.402. 50 and the Department of Energy Procurement Regulation at

DOE PR 9-1.451 are virtually identical in their coverage of the

Contracting Officer's Representative. Paragraph (a) of both regu-

lations states that the designation is to be in writing and is to be

specific. Prticularly interesting is the fact that both regulations

begin by stating that the C.O. may designate Government personnel to

act as authorized representatives when they perform such technical

functions as inspection and testing. 48  These "technical" functions

seem to closely correspond with the positions specifically exempted by

the Army and GSA regulations from having to have a formal designation.

Both the DOT and DOE regulations 4 9 also have a paragraph which exempts

procurement personnel from having to have a formal designation. 50 The

DOT regulation has the added statement that such a person is considered

to be an employee of the C.O. and as such has the authority to perform

acts assigned by the C.O.51 Implicit seems to be the fact that these

procurement personnel are C.O.R.'s without a formal designation or that

the regulation is itself the formal designation.

(b) Representatives other than the Formally Designated

Contracting Officer's Representative.
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While the formal regulatory guidance with regard to appointment

of the formally designated C.O.R. is at best inadequate, there is at

least some guidance. Close scrutiny of the regulations has revealed no

* formal guidance applicable to the non C.O.R. representative which is of

any substance.

(3) Limitations on Authority

(a) The Formally Designated Contracting Officer's

Representative

While some of the departments do provide procedures for ap-

- pointment of a C.O.R. including a written statement of the C.O.R. 's

scope of authority, the actual bounds of the representative's authority

are still unclear. The typical pattern of regulatory gwidance in this

area is to state the C.O. may authorize a C.O.R. to perform any one of

a number of tasks outside the signing of a contract. 5 2 At the con-

clusion of the regulation, however, is typically a statement that no

C.O.R. may take any action which could impact price and varying other

factors, often including aspects of product service or quality. 53

These regulatory prohibitions are routinely picked up and included in

the actual grant of C.O.R. authority. Read literally, the authority

restrictions at best confuse the issue of the representative's scope of

authority and at worst completely withdraw the grant.

The Army DAR Supplement at ADARS 1-406.51 specifically addresses

"Authority and Limitations of the C.O.R. The regulation's stated grant

of power seems almost to equate the C.O.R. with the C.C. Within the

stated limitations the regulation notes that "a COR may be empowered to

take any actions under- the contract which could lawfully be taken by

the contracting officer... '"5 4  Specifically excluded from a C.O.R.'s

authority is the authority to sign any contract or modification or to

i
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obligate payment of money by the Government. The regulation then

states that the C.O.R. nay issue change orders under the changes clause

"provided such change orders do not involve a change in unit price,

quantity, quality or delivery schedule. '55  It takes only the briefest

analysis to realize that the regulations effectively swallow up any

grant. ADARS 1-406. 50(c) precludes redelegation of C.O.R. authority.

The General Services Procurement Regulations provides its only

direct statement of C.O.R. limitations in paragraph (b) of GSPR

5A-1.404-70. The regulation begins with a statement that a C.O.R. may

take any action which may be taken by the C.O. except that "the

representative may not award or modify a contract." ' 5 6  The regulation

then states that the C.O. may empower his authorized representative to

issue change orders, provided that the orders do not involved changes

in unit price, total contract price, quantity, quality or delivery

schedule. 5 7  This language is somewhat similar to the Army ADARS

1-406.51(a)(i). GSA, however, does go one step further by requiring

that all change orders issued by the representative contain a statement

that the contract price and all other terms and conditions remain

unchanged. 58  The regulation also states that the contractor is to be

instructed not to proceed until a signed acknowledgement of this

statement has been returned to the Government. 59

Department of Transportation regulation DOTPR 12-1.402.50 and

Department of Energy regulation DOEPR 9-1.451 indicate that the

C.O.R.'s only restrictions are those set out in his designation along

with the added prohibition that C.O.R.'s may not be authorized to sign

contractual documents. 6 0 No other limitation i5 given.

(b) Representatives other than the Formally Designated

Contracting Officer's Representative.

I,.,. ,; - .,..,. ,',:. . . . .- , .' . ... ,. . . . . ,. . . ,. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .... . . . .. . .
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There is essentially no express guidance in any of the regu-

lations on the topic of "limitations of authority" with regard to

* non-C.O.R. representatives. The fact that these non-OC.R. repre-

sentatives could have any authority seems almost never to have been

contemplated by the regualtions.
'ftq

The Defense Acquisition Regulation at DAR 3-801.2(a) does state

that C.O.'s or their authorized representatives acting within the scope

of their authority "are the exclusive agents of their respective

* Department." "Authorized representatives" seems to presume formally

. designated C.O.R.'s is what are meant.' Under this reading the regu-

" lation seems to exude exclusivity since it effectively reserv'es all

authority to formally designated C.O.R.'s. Non C.O.R.'s are more than

, just limited under such a reading, they would have no authority. The

primary argument supporting this interpretation is that the statement

would be meaningless if authority were restricted to all Government

agents and not just formally designated C.O.R.'s, unless of ,ourse, the

words "scope of their authority" sufficiently limited the class of

agents or representatives such that the authority reservation, read in

its broadest sense, once again had meaning. The Army DAR Supplement at

ADARS 1-406.50(e)(i) states there is no need to designate C.O.R.'s for

certain "broad functions" of "contract administration." These in-

dividuals are referenced under a paragraph entitled "Contracting

Officer's Representatives." This paragraph could be read to mean that

these individuals do not need a C.O.R. designation because they do not

need authority. This seems unlikely, if for no other redson than it

appears as a useless statement. A better readi.ng would seem to be that

they already nave authority, as C.O.R.'s, inherent to the "broad

function" of the task assigned to them by the C.O. Such a reading
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effectively eliminates CO.R. and non C.O.R. representatives and

creates designated and undesignated C.O.R. representatives. Once again,

the issue becomes whether they are acting within "scope of their au-

thority." 61  Under such a reading the classes of representatives begin

to converge and the absence of regulatory stated limits on the unde-

signated C.O.R. 's authority becomes the basis for arguments that

excepting limitations like that of DAR 7-602.3 on inspectors, no limits

in fact exist, in the regulations.

The above conclusion that there are undesignated C.O.R. 's

• .possessing authority without stated regulatory limits seems clearly

supported by the General Services Procurement Regulations. While the

FPR does not address non-designated C.O.R. 's as a t6pic, GSA Pro-

curement Regulations at GSPR 5A-1.404-70 does speak to the "inherent

authority" of persons "considered to be subordinate to the contracting

officer." These individuals, the regulation states do not reguire

disignation as a C.O.R. 6 2 The only stated limitation is that only the

designated C.O. may sign documents or letters that "require the

signature of a contracting officer." 63 While not using the expression

"inherent authority", the DOT Procurement Regulations also refer to the

existence of -authority in what are referred to as "employees" of the

C.O. 64 With the exception of a statement that only a C.O. may sign

documents and letters, no limitation is stated. 65

C. Miscellaneous Intra-Agency Guidance

A careful sampling of informal agency publications, consisting of

pamphlets, directives, technical manuals, policy letters and the like

revealed no substantive agency guidance on any espect of representative

authority. Several of the publications reviewed cited only their

respective DAR and FPR supplements. 6 6 Others simply included broad
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statements that changes in price, quantity or quality could not be made

by anyone other than the designated C.O. 67  In several instances the

topic of Government employee-contractor interface was essentially

restricted to caveats on the topics of accepting gratuities68 or per-

mitting personal services contracts. 69 The best that could be expected

was a sample appointment letter for a formally designated C.O.R. 70

D. Conclusions

The major conclusion in the area of intra-agency guidance must be

that it is grossly inadequate in those instances that it even exists.

With regard to the formally designated C.,O.R., the regulations qualify

more as grounds for speculation, than as guidance. The term C.O.R. is

not even defined. Non-C.O.R. representatives, with the exception of

inspectors, seem not to even be considered by the DAR, FPR and their

supplements. Another uncertainty are those C.O.R.'s which do not

require a formal designation, but qualify for formal C.O.R. status, for

whatever that means.

Any informal guidance is ordinarily too general to be meaningful.

Complex technical manuals often include only the broad statement that

no one other than the C.O. may issue changes. Only occasionally does a

pamphlet include an appointment letter or a portion of a DAR or FPR

supplement, as inadequate as they be.

It must be concluded that the agencies seem to have missed an

excellent opportunity to classify their representatives, state limi-

O tations on their authority and ability to delegate, and issue mean-

ingful guidance on relations with contractors. Instead, to some extent

they have taken to making self-serving statements that only C.O.'s can

issue changes and bind the Government. The net result of this gui-

dance, if taken at face value, would be to permit the Government to

.NN
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take advantage of any benefits representative guidance might offer,

while disavowing any unpleasant results. Chapter III indicates this is

not the law. It is unfortunate for contractors and Government per-

sonnel that the rules of their relationships cannot be adequately

defined prior to any litigation. This would ultimately make for more

efficient contracting, the savings on which the agencies would enjoy.

It would also give the agencies a chance to make realistic decisions

favorable to itself as opposed to ignoring the issues and letting the

courts and boards decide all aspects in this area.

V, , . : , - - -L-;; '- ,' - " ; ./ :.,:. . , . " " "
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Chapter III

The Boards and Courts

A. First Analysis -What the Law Seems to be

While there are several clear principles of law in this area,

there is very little clear guidance. These principles which were

briefly discussed in Chapter I are set out below. Examined together,

it becomes apparent that they tend to overlap, covering basic fact

situations which, on at least first analysis, appear identical. The

result is that the boards and courts seem to have a choice of legal

-,S. reasoning permitting or denying the existence of a contractor's

recovery.

One of the primary principles cited throughout these decisions is

that there must be actual authority to bind the Government. This

concept when cited to deny a contractor's recovery often comes from

those technical representative clauses which strictly limit the

particular representative's authority to act. A second group of

decisions play down or completely overlook the existence of these
"disclaimer" provisions and find the actions of the Government repres-

entative to be binding. Several forms of analysis are used to come to

this conclusion, but the primary focus of all of them is on the duties,

responsibilities, and working relationships of the representative

involved. A third group of cases find authority, but avoid the issues

surrounding the Government representative and look to the designated

C.O. A brief analysis of these basic categories and related issues

follows.
Or,Li7

h L-L
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(1) Clauses Limiting Authority

The Government routinely attempts to preclude the implication of

authority by expressly informing the contractor of limitations on the

scope of authority of particular personnel. Such notifications are

often accomplished by contract clause. Classic among the regulatory

provisions which inspire such contract clauses is GSPR 5A-1.404-70(b) S

which states:

Authority. A contracting officer's representative
may represent the contracting officer with respect to
one or more contracts and may take any action which
may be taken by the contracting officer except that
the representative may not award or modify a con-
tract. The contracting officer may empower his
authorized representative to issue change orders,
provided that the orders do not involve changes in
unit price, total contract price, quantity, quality,
or delivery schedule.

Another provision directed at limiting the Government's responsibility

for its technical personnel is DOEPR 9-1.51(a) which states:

A contracting officer may designate Government
personnel to act as authorized representatives for
such functions of a technical nature not involving a
change in the scope, price, terms or conditions of
the contract or order.

Many decisions summarily holding for the Government point tocontract

clauses inspired by these provisions which stress the need for actual

authority and the fact that apparent authority will not bind the

Government. 71

(2) The Authority of the Government's Representative

As has already been discussed in Chapter I the term C.O. includes

"the authorized representative of the C.O. acting within the limits of

his authority." 72  Thus, a major issue is whether the representative

was, in fact, acting " within the scope of his authority." Very close

* to the "scope of authority" concept is the principle of implied

* . . * ~ V. **.* *.**
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authority. 73  Also noted in Chapter I was the fact that authority to

bind the Government is generally implied when such authority is

considered to be an integral part of the duties assigned to the

Government employee. 74  Most of these cases arise where Government

inspectors or technical personnel lacking authority to order changes

issue interpretations or give instructions which cause the contractor

to perform work beyond stated contract requirements. 75 Under these

circumstances, the courts and boards frequently hold the Government to

a constructive change. A typical case is Switlik Parachute Co. 76 where

an inspector had been delegated the authority to accept the end

product. The following language from 5witlik illustrates how the

concepts of scope of authority and implied authority can be read

together in such a manner as to bind the Government:

"Since the authority to accept necessarily embraces
the authority to reject, and since the reason for the
threatened rejection _by the QAR related to the
testing to be performed, we conclude that the QAR
acted within the scope of authority conferred on him
by the necessary implication from the express terms
of the contract when he prescribed the conditions
under which he would inspect and accept...."177

Although the principle seems fairly clear, later language in the case

does hint at potential problems in application when it requires the

particular direction be "reasonable under the circumstances" 78 and that

the required action not go beyond the inspection and acceptance

functions. However, standing alone, Switlik does give depth to the

authority of this particular Government representative. Using similar

logic, a number of court and board decisions have held that when a C.O.

designates technical personnel, such as engineers or project officers

to give guidance or instruction about specifications to contractors,

the Government is liable for the impact of any guidance given. 79

N.~
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(3) The Contracting Officer's Authority

Some decisions do not seem comfortable in finding a basis for

binding authority in any of the Government's representatives. Perhaps

this is due to contract language clearly restricting the authority of

the Government's representatives, or possibly the narrow scope of the

duties associated with a particular representative. Regardless of the

reason, these decisions often circumvent the authorized representative

issues by finding authority in the related legal concepts of C.O.

ratification, acquiescence, and imputation of knowledge.

Triangle Electronics Manufacturing-Co.,8 0 a 1974 ASBCA case, is a

classic ratification decision in the authorized representative context.

In Triangle, the contract provided the usual disclaimer that actions by

"unauthorized" persons were not to be binding on the Government and

that designation of an individual as the Government's representative

did not entitle that individual to make contractual commitments on

behalf of the Government. Setting the notification of the repre-

-, sentative's limitations aside, the ASBCA held the Government bound by

the actions of its contract negotiator. The stated basis given for the

ratification was the fact that the C.O.'s representative conducted the

contract negotiations, administrated the contract, and interpreted the

provisions, all with the C.O. 's knowledge. The board determined that

the C.O. 's silence amounted to approval of the duties as performed. 8 1

In Lox Equipment Co. 82 the ASBCA found that the C.O. had "ratified" the

inspector's requirements which exceeded the contract specifications

when the C.O. knew or should have known of his representative's actions

and failed to correct the situation. 8 3  It is- an interestina f,^tnote

that what the C.O. "should have known" was sufficient to satisfy ',me

AAON~ ~ ~ ~ 2.*..-#'%- .1
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board's prerequisites to ratification.

A typical decision binding the Government on the basis of the

C.O. 's acquiescence is W. Southard Jones.84 In setting out the basis

for its finding acquiescence, the ASBCA stated:

Here we have a case where the contractor, the C.O.,
and the concerned Government technical personnel are
all operating on the same military base. ...Base
technical personnel clearly knew what was going on
and clearly intended that the original drawing should
not be followed. .... Conceding therefore that the
contracting officer was the only one empowered to au-
thorize changes in the contract and that a special
clause was included to emphasize the limitations of
authority of the technical personnel, we must hold
under the particular circumstances of this case that
he had timely notice of changes, if not actually,
then constructively. 85

Stated concisely, the decisions based on C.O. acquiescence hold that

where the C.O. was or should have been in contact with the proceedings

so as to have been aware of changes proposed by his Government tech-

nical colleagues, he will be held to have approved them. Taken at face

value decisions such as W. Southard Jones seem to emasculate the

previously discussed clauses putting the contractor on notice to the

representative's limited authority.

Cases based on imputed knowledge are very closely related to and

sometimes indistinguishable from the above discussed acquiescence

decisions. The concept of imputed knowledge frequently arises where a

contractor fails to give notice within a stated time limit such as a

constructive change 8 6 or for a suspension of work.87 The theme which

is consistent throughout these decisions is that the C.O.'s represen-

tatives are the "eyes and ears" of the C.O., making the knowledge of

the Government's representative that of the C.O. 8 8 These cases most

graphically illustrate the problems of overlap and conflict in this

2.,
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area. The cases in section (a) above provided strict guidance that

narrowly construed actual authority of the designated C.O. was a pre-

requisite to all contractual actions. Later decisions permitted the

particular Government representative to take action within the scope of

his authority based on implied authority. Other decisions bound the

Government based on the C.O.'s knowledge and inaction. Imputed know-

ledge decisions dispense with concern for the.C.O. 's actual knowledge

and rely entirely on what the authorized representative knew or should

have known. Thus, currently there are decisions denying particular

Government representatives can take any a-ction to change the contract

and other cases saying his actual and, under the right circumstances,

constructive knowledge is sufficient to bind the Government.

(4) Duty to Inquire

The contractor's duty to inquire has evolved from a line of

decisions recognizing that the certain Government representatives may

have some authority to make changes. In a clear attempt to put some

limits on the legal impact of Government representatives' statements

and actions, a duty to inquire or appeal the particular represen-

tative's statement or action has developed. The essence of the

principle as it was initially set out is stated in the ASBCA decision

of Barton and Sons 8 9 where an inspector was alleged to have ordered

additional work. Central to the board's holding for the Government in

one claim was the fact that there was no apparent reason why the

contractor did not seek clarification of the alleged order. The board

simply stated:

Even if the inspector had ordered it,-the failure of
Appellant to seek confirmation of the order from the
contracting officer or anyone else in authority in
the Air Force would bar relief under the "Contracting
Officer's Representative" clause of the contract. 90



The 1968 decision of WRB Corporation v. United States 91 indicates that

an absolute requirement for inquiry or confirmation aoes not exist. In

WRB the contractor requested an increase in contract price, claiming

that extra work required by the Government's resident engineer con-

stituted a change. In holding for the contractor, the Court of Claims

noted that the contract contemplated delegation of C.O.'s power.

Carefully enumerating the engineer's duties under the contract, the

court determined that the grant empowered the resident engineer to make

the alleged changes. 92  Denying the existence of any duty to inquire

the court noted:

Since [the Government's representative] was. acting
within his authority, the plaintiff was not obligated
to appeal to the contracting officer, and the
Government is liable if the resident engineer
erroneously construed the contract.

93

However, notwithstanding the language of WRB, the prudent contractor

would be still well advised to inquire at every opportunity. This is

well illustrated in the 1972 case of John H. Moon and Sons. g4  In that

decision, the Interior Board of Contract Appeals denied an equitable

adjustment stemming from a resident engineer's guidance. Dismissing

evidence of past reliance on the engineer's direction, the board

pointed to authority limiting provisions in the contract. The board

noted:

Since no exigency was present which precluded the
appellant from seeking review of the resident
engineer's decision before allegedly incurring the
costs.... and since at the time the claim was pre-
sented options contemplated by adherence to estab-
lished procedures had been foreclosed to the Gov-
ernment, the claim is regarded as without merit and
is therefore denied.9

5

It is possible to read the WRB decision and the John H. Moon case
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together by saying that in Moon the established procedures resulted in

a very limited authority which the engineer exceeded. However, the

board's emphasis on exigent circumstances appears to indicate that

confirmation of changes should be made when circumstances permit.

B. Analysis by Title and Function - Who Can Bind the Government?

Complete examination of this area seems to require a tracking of

the different Government representatives to determine which repre-

sentative performing what duties are capable of binding the Government.

The different categories of representatives appear to be located at

different points on a spectrum. The Spectrum is one of increasing

authority; the basic inspector having a very narrow scope or small

amount of authority, the C.O. 's representative having arguably the

equivalent authority of the C. 0. for certain matters. At least the

attempted emphasis in this section is, therefore, on the categories of

representatives. Focusing on representative categories, however, is

made complex by the overlapping of issues of different amounts of

authority depending on the contract, specific delegation, and degree of

direct or indirect C.O. involvement. At certain points hard issues of

authority appear to fade into a purely circumstantial analysis

dictating an equitable solution. In depth analysis indicates that a

finding of authority and a resulting contractor recovery may be heavily

dependent on the reasonableness of the contractor's conduct. As the C.-

O.turns over more and more responsibilities to the particular repre-

sentative and relies on him, the reliance on that representative by

the contractor for interpretation or direction becomes more reasonable.

In short, as the representative gathers more dElegated responsibilities

from the C. 0. he seems to take on more of the powers or the C. 0 and



courts and boards seem less willing to turn to legal technicalities to

deny a contractor recovery. Strict authority a'nalysis seems to fade

away to a discussion of license, constructive knowledge, constructive

authority or the discovery that the Government's representative is in

reality the C.O. 's authorized representative.

(1) Inspectors

The primary function of "inspection" is essentially that of

examination. Under normal circumstances, the inspector stands as little

more than the Government's "observer . At his broadest point, the

inspector is authorized to examine drawinqs and specifications and make

4. determinations regarding contractual compliance; but absent Modifi-

cation by either delegation or circumstance, the inspector appears to

lack authority to unilaterally take his determination and act on it.

Similarly, thereis ordinarily no reasonable basis for justifying a

contractor's reliance on an inspector's direction.

The inspector attains his position as a detached observer as

a result of his functional remoteness from the C.O. This lack of

contact with the C.O. effectively deters arguments that knowledge of

the inspector can be legally imputed to the C.O. There seems to be

almost a presumption that the inspector's tasks are so mundane that he

need only look to the specifications and the particular product or

* . service to perform his duties. He need not look to the C.O. The net

result of this anemic inspector - C.O. relatiopship is a broader duty

on behalf of the contractor to inquire of the C.O. Consistent with the

previous discussion of WRB, this broad duty to inquire complements the

very narrow scope of the authority of the representative.

(a) The Basic Inspection Function

41%.



The 1968 Court of Claims decision of WRB Corporation v. United

States 96 discussed several Sovernment representative issues, one of

which relates to the basic inspection function. The discussion ofthe

other representatives provides a valuable insight intD the very limited

authority associated with the basic inspection function. In WRB the

contractor contended that it was entitled to additional compensation

because the Government's resident engineer misinterpreted the contract

when he ordered the contractor to insulate certain water pipes and that

the Government's inspector had directed the contractor to perform other

work not required by the contract. Ift WRB the C.O. designated the

resident engineer as his representative for assuring compliane with

the terms of all contracts within his area, and specifically delegated

to him the functions of; (a) examining and testing workmanship; (b)
- '

" * rejecting defective material and or workmanship; and (c) requiring

replacement of defective material and or workmanship. The court held

that this grant of authority empowered the resident engineer to direct

" .the contractor in accordance with his interpretation of the speci-

. fications. 97  The court ruled that the contractor was not obligated to

appeal the decision to the C.O. since the resident engineer was acting

within the scope of his authority.98 Accordingly, the contractor was

held to be entitled to recover even though the resident engineer's

interpretation was incorrect. Similarly, the Court of Claims noted that

neither the contract, the C.O. nor the resident engineer had empowered

inspectors to direct the contractor's operations in accordance with

their interpretation of the specifications.99 Thus, the contractor

could not recover for that portion of its claim which was based on the

allegation that the inspectors had issued directions based on a
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14 misinterpretation of the contract; the exception being where the

contractor's objections to those directions were brought to the

" resident engineer's attention and the engineer who had authority and

had confirmed those directions.1 00 After the ruling in WRB, the law as

to inspectors appeared to be that contractors could only recover where;

(1) the inspectors were themselves authorized to order changes1 01

* (which in WRB they were not) or; (2) the inspector's actions were

- directed by or ratified by the C.O. or one of his authorized repre-

sentatives1 02 (in WRB, the engineer). Ultimately the court in WRB did :

, permit the contractor to recover under, a breach of contract theory

*- based on the fact that the Government had breached its implied, obli-

gation to neither hinder nor delay the contractor'l* performance.1 03

* The breach occurred when the inspector's erroneous interpretation

- imposed a stricter standard for certain items than required by the

contract and when he insisted on-less efficient procedures contrary to

what was industry practice. The court never addressed the question as

to whether either of these two situations might be regarded as un-

authorized inspector ordered changes for which relief could arguably be
b.

denied, since as it noted, only an authorized Government representative
could order changes.104

The immediate result of WRB was to severely restrict the au-

thority of the Government inspecto.. The 1958 ASBCA decision of Cameo

Curtains 1 0 5 had held that an inspector interpretation imposing a

*' stricter than contractually required standard could be construed to be

a change. 1 0 6  The controversy in Cameo Curtains arose out of a pro-

5%%duction contract for cargo parachute assemablies where the stated

standard for quality was freeness from "excessive irregularities . The

-.
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c)ntractor claimed and the boara held that any requirements imposed by

the inspectors to correct irregularities which were not "excessive"

were compensable as changes to the extent they increase contract costs.

After WRB, absent C.O. or C.O.R. knowledge or inv6lvement, such actions

" . and interpretations of an inspector, at least theoretically, no longer

"*- consti.tuted changes.

Considering the very narrow scope of authority ordinarily

attributed to an inspector, it is not surprising that this repre-

sentative will not as a result of inaction be held to have impliedly

changed a contract. Consistent with the. view that the inspector is

only a detached observer, the ASBCA in Penn Construction CQ. 107

"--" refused to read any meaning into an inspector's tolerance of a con-

tractor's patent deviation from stated contract requirements. In Penn

Construction a contract which involved roofing required that longi-

tudinal joints of roof sheathing-be staggered on the beams to guarantee

the support of the roof. Disregarding the stated requirement, the

contractor installed the sheathing so that all the joints were on one

beam and asserted that he was relieved of the responsibility for the

nonconformity by the fact that a Government inspector present at the

site had made no objection. Close inspection at the completion of the

project properly revealed that the roof was sagged as a result of the

failure to stagger the sheathing. The facts revealed no evidence that

.ie inspector directly approved the contractor's deviation from the

specifications. Denying the contractor's claim, the court stated:

In light of Clause 22(b) of the contract, cited
- above, expressly providing that no provision for

supervision, approval, or direction, 1by a Government
representative should relieve the'contractor of
responsibility for the sufficiency of the work and
the provisions of Claim 26, requiring the contractor
to maintain his own inspection system to insure that

-.
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the work was performed in accordance with contract
requirements, there is little merit, even arguendo,
that the brief visits of the Government Inspector, to
the job site ougnt in any measure to snift respon-
sibility from [the contractor] to the Government for
the sufficiency of work.108

While the board in Penn Construction chose to point to the clause, it

seems equally logical to argue that a stated contractual requirement

cannot be waived by mere implication or acquiescence, at least not by

an inspector. As will be shown, contractor recoveries based on the

C.O.'s constructive or imputed knowledge of facts known by an inspector

*" are rare. This theory and its heavy dependence on the factual cir-

.." cumstances is addressed in more detail later.1 09

The 1969 NASA BCA decision of Aeroflex Laboratories 110 deals with

an inspector's deliberate attempt to change the contract specifications

which the contractor knew was beyond the inspector's authority. The

problem developed when the Government inspector wrote a memo in which

he attempted to waive the contractor's deviations from specific

contract requirements. The case goes a long way to illustrate the

narrow bounds of a basic inspector's authority. The contractor argued

that inspection included the authority to accept. The board disagreed:

[The Contractor] maintains that the Government
representative.., must have had the authority to
accept the object, at least with regard to patent
defects, Since the defects in dispute that were
allegedly waived by the Government were patent, the
argument runs, the Government representative must
have had authority to accept... and authority to waive
the defects. [The contractor] however., has cited to
the Board no provision in the contract in law which
requires us to accept the conclusion that authority
to inspect implies furtherTtoccept. In fact, the
inspection function seems often to exist apart from
functions having authority to change contract terms. 111

Based on this analysis of authority, the inspection function by itself

has only a narrow scope of authority associated with it. With the

. 5
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* exception of tne reasonable interpretation of matters clearly asso-

ciated with the items being inspected, it is unlikely that an inspec-

tor, absent authority to accept, has much authority, or at least

authority to issue changes. The element of reasonableness plays an

" ambiguous but certain role in the court's analysis. After setting a

rigid authority analysis for concluding that the contractor was not

entitled to recover, the board preceded to discuss reasonableness of

re i ance.

Even if this were not the case, it is difficult to
see how this would overcome the fact that [the
inspector] did not have autho.rity to accept the
defects and that [the contrac;:or] knew this. In one
case in which the Board has applied a doctrine of
estoppel, we found that the Contracting Officer knew
or should have known of the circumstances leading to
the detrimental reliance by [the contractor] in that
case. INET Power, NASA BCA. 566-23, 68-1 BCA Para
7020. In the present appeal, there is no reason for
such a finding because [the inspector] made his lack
of authority clear. Nor is there any basis for us to
conclude the Icontractor] reasonably relied on [the
memorandum]. 112

The discussion of reasonable reliance immediately after the conclusion

of the lack of the representative's authority may offer a meaningful

insight. At least the NASA board seems to think that the absence of

authority does not settle the issue. Thus, reasonableness of action

may not merely be a factor, a part of the analysis of authority, but

may arguably be a separate form of analysis potentially permitting

contractor recovery all by itself. However, notwithstanding any

discussion of reasonableness, the conclusion that an inspector does not

possess the right to accept, has not been universally held. In the 1973

ASBCA decision of Baltimore Contractors 113 -he board settled the

*decision by summarily stating that the Government's inspector was fully

aware of the adequacy of the contractor's performance and accepted the



work. 114 The inspector's autnority to accept qas presumed to exist and

was conclusive on the matter in issue.

In contrast to Aeroflex's subtle inquiry of reasonableness, the

IBCA in Sam Kal Mines 1 1 5 addressed only the inspector's lack of

authority. Like many decisions in this area Sam Kal speaks to the

contractor's obligation to inquire of the C.O. In Sam Kal the in-

spector allegedly stated that he would recommend payment for certain

unnauled dirt, since hauling it as required by the contract was not

advantageous to the Government. Citing the absence of C.O. involvement

the board stated:

Even if it were shown that without question the
*inspector made the "concessions" described by the

[contractor] in its claim letters, the Boafd would
not find a change. The fact that the Contracting
Officer did not sanction the alleged revisions in
hauling and measuring requirements, and indeed was
not aware of the purported field agreement, is fatal
to the claim.116

The obvious equity of not paying the contractor for work unperformed is

not addressed. Unlike Aeroflex, there is no discussion of reason-

ableness or the absence of detrimental reliance. 11 7  The board simply

states that the inspector is without authority. In this regard Sam Kal

Mines is typical of many denials based on strict authority, discussions

of "reasonableness" often being routinely reserved for contractor

recovery decisions where the normal prerequisites to authority are

clearly absent.

The 1967 decision of L. B. Samford 1 1 8 seems to restate the

general rule that inspectors are not authorized to make contract

changes. Samford involved a changed condition under a construction

contract ohere a Government inspector had hanged the contract by

directing the contractor to blast boulders, making it impossible to

.A . ' . ° " . , % . . - ' ' ° . - ' . - . % - . % " . ' . . . . ° - - - ' . . ' . . . " . " . . , . , . . . .



ineasure the boulders with the method set out in the contrac:. The

board pointed to contract language wnicn stated that inspec:ors eere

not authorized to alter any contract terms and hela for the Govern-

ment. 1 1 9  Blending reasonableness and the requirement for authority,

the board reasoned in part as follows:

" The most reasonable course of action that could have
been followed when the large massed boulders pre-
sented the parties with a measurement problem was one
that the contracting officer had a right to direct
under the changed conditions clause.

The inspector was not empowered' o authorize a change
or to agree upon a new measurement method once a
changed condition was discovered. In seeking
entitlement to a method of measurement .... Ethe
contractor] should have dealt with the contracting
officer, or at least the Regional Engineer. 12 0

While Samford points to the stated lack of an inspector's authority, as

the case notes, it is the fail-ure to follow the stated guidance under

the changed condition clause which seems to cause the contractor's

actions to be less than reasonable and not doubt results in the denial

of the claim. Furthermore, the clear implication from the second

paragraph is that there is a spectrum of authority. In Samford the

reasonableness of the contractor's actions and the authority of the

representatives involved diminished as he moved down the spectrum to

the inspector.

The narrowness of an inspector's authority is demonstrated by

contrasting the impact of authority limiting language common to many

technical representative provisions. To the extent that the restric-

tions read consistent with the duties to be pe6formed, the restrictions

will be upheld. But when the position and the restrictions amount to a

@ *. *. - . . -
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contradiction, reasonableness and the realities of tne actual function

being performnea seem to win out. In the inspector contex- tre '7.

ASBCA decision of Allens of Florida 12 1 illustrates this point. In

Allens, a Government inspector allegedly instructed a contractor to

remove timber and stumps from a roadway. No contractual interpretation

was required. The contract specifically provided that such items would

be removed by someone other than the contractor. The contract's "Gov-

ernment Inspectors" clause, clause #47, contained the following

language:

No inspector is authorized to change any provision of
the specifications without written authorization of
the Contracting Officer, nor shall the presence or
absence of an inspector relieve the Contractor from
any requirements of the contract.

122

Holding for the Government, the board noted that there was no evidence

that the contractor had made a protest to the C.O. 's authorized

. representative. 1 2 3  He had not even been informed of the additional

work until one month after it had been completed. Basing its con-

clusion on strict principles of authority and the authority limiting

provision of the contract's inspection clause, the board noted:-

By the terms of paragraph (b) of the Changes clause,
any other written order or an oral order" is
required to be issued by the Contracting Officer

before it may be considered a change order under the
clause. The alleged order in this case was given by
the Government inspector. By General Provision No.
47 entitled Government Inspectors, it is specifically
provided that no inspector is authori'ed to change
any provision of the specifications without written M

authori zation.

Under these circumstances we dec'de that [the
contractor's] claim cannot be allowed." 2 4

Nitnout stating its reasoning, the board in Allens continually

1-'
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discussed the C.O.'s and C.O.R. 's autnority in the same oreath, clearly

indicating that at least for certain matters, their authority may be

the same. This is best ill ustrated by the following language at the

* end of the decision:

...EThe Contractor] does not argue that the Con-
tracting Officer or the Contract Administrator
directed it to perform the extra work. [The Con-
tractor] does contend, however, that the Government
inspector directed its clearing superintendent to
push the salable pines and stumps off to the side of
the roadway in order to permit the work to continue
in an orderly fashion.

125

The fact that the C.O.R. has broad powers and is sometimes identified

with the C.O. is not all that remarkable. It could also be argued that

the previously discussed language of clause #47 puts limits on what

would otherwise be the implied authority of the inspector. But what is

unaddressed is the impact of language similar to the restrictions of

clause #47 which routinely restr.icts the authority of a C.O.R. Is the

board implying that C.O.R. 's have such broad authority that specific

restrictions may be overcome? Or would the reliance on this key

Government representative, the C.O.R., have simply been so much more

reasonable than reliance on a mere inspector that it might have been

overlooked? The cases in the next section's discussion of "license"

indicate that reasonable contractor conduct may be just that per-

suasi ve.

Allen's holding that failure to inform the C.O. and obtain

authorization for extra work ordered by an unauthorized inspector will

- bar recovery may not always be the rule. The appearance of "who is

taking advantage of whom" often seems controlling. In Townsco Con-

tracting Co.1 26 the facts appear similar to Allens and yet the ASBCA

overlooked an authority limiting clause almost identical to that in



Allens anc nei, ne Government az'e for extra costs associazec witn a

'aul:y vect on Qiven ,v an InSoecor.1  The oglc gi.er :y :ne

ooarc was tha: :me inspector nac merely fiiled in a gap in "Me contract

specifications and :hat this did not amount to a cnange. 12 8 Thus, the

Government should therefore be liable when it tjrned out that the

inspector's instructions were wrong.

(b) Contracting Officer Acquiescence and Imputation of

Knowledge

Upon leaving the narrowly defined function of contract inter-

pretation routinely associated with inspection, it can be generally

stated that the likelihood of the basic inspector's action; being

viewed as "authorized" diminishes greatly. As will be-shown, however,

exceptions based on ratification, acquiescence and specific delegations

of authority do exist. In Lox Equipment Co. 1 2 9 the Government argued

that even if the contractor did -perform cleaning work in excess to what

was required by the contract specifications, the fact that the in-

spector's acceptance was conditioned on the performance of the addi-

tional work did not alter the inspector's lack of authority to make

such changes. The ASBCA conceded the inspector's lack of authority, but

still found for the contractor.130 The board stated that the C.O.'s

failure to take corrective action after either his C.O.R.'s actual or

constructive knowledge of the new conditions for acceptance in effect

ratified and confirmed" the change. 1 3 1 As is-often the case in this

area, thiS decision points to the C.O. and not the representative as

the basis for its legal justification. This avoids representative

authority issues and arguaoly elevates a case asec on not much more

-,nan :i f'icult :ircumstances to a aecision aeter inea zy ".ne inaues-

". , "- . . .- . . , V -. " -"- ---. . .. .. ".- -.. . . .. * * * * *
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:ionaolie au:rnori'v of "ne .'.

Extreme -e! ance Dy -ne .. or the nsoec-:or -a n esJI-l: rn :ne

Insp ector's Know eCge oeing impuzec to tne ^.C. :n Soutnwestern Sheet

Metal Works13 2 :e ASBCA noted:

Even if the i nspector did not possess the necessary
authority to give such an order, we believe that the
C.O. had actual or constructive knowledge of .he
situation. The Contracting Officer lacked technical
expertise...he readily acknowledged this, and he
admitted he relied completely on his inspectors in
the day to day supervision and conduct of [the
contract]. [The Contractor] was in constant contact
with the inspector and the inspector with his
supervisors. Therefore if the C. 0. did not know of
the order "...he ought to h Ave known, and the
knowledge is imputed to him." Gresham & Co., Inc. v.
United States...133

In Southwestern Sheet Metal the facts indicate that tIle representative

was really much more than an inspector. He was really the C.O.'s field

representative as was demonstrated by the C.O.'s reliance on him. The

Court of Claims, however, apparently felt awkward finding an inspector

authorized and, therefore, felt compelled to look to the C.O. for

authority. In any case, Southwestern clearly displays a major prin-

ciple in this area. Transfer of C.0. discretion to a Government

~representative may result in the Government being bound by the trans-
feree agent's actions. Theories vary. In Southwestern the court used

- imputation of knowledge.

Research of tne basic inspector decisions discloses only a

* relatively small number of cases based on acquiescence or imputed

knowledge. The reason, although nowhere stated, probably lies in a

" spectrum analysis. The closer the working relationship of the repre-

sentative is witn the 0.0. the more likel the reoresentative ' s

.<owlecae wil" e Dresumea to be tne <nowlecge of tne C.2. ^.0.'s

A

....
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S -2o o0 not nave as muCfl contact with, or reliance on "nsoectors as

* ney Io DroJec: oficrs es'ocent enc' nees, oll cIzn2 'e': -_e.re-

senta ives.

(3) Specific Delineation of the Inspector's Autnority

The position of inspector may have additional or altered respon-

sibilities and authority as a result of a specific delineation set out

in the contract or separate letter. The inspector's authority may also

be limited by implication, as where a specific procedure requires a

Government representative other than the inspector to take action.

Consistent with the previous discussi-.n of reasonableness are these

decisions which base their outcome on clear and specific notification

to the contractor of the inspector's responsibility and authority.

Like a clear and specific disclaimer, a precise statement setting out

an inspector's duties or authority leaves no doubt but that a con-

tractor is on notice to the sdope of a particular inspector's au-

thority. The specificity of the statement, whether it be to what an

inspector can or cannot do, seems to be the key. Unlike the authority

restricting broad language of some clauses, carefully defined duties

set out in a contract or separate letter seem to carry more weight.

Although nowhere discussed, the outcome appears determined by or is at

least consistent with the the previously discussed concept of rea-

sonable contractor action or reliance.

Where the C.O. has provided the contr actor with a written

statement of the inspector's authority, that guidance will ordinarily

be controlling over all other factors. In the case of F. H. Antrium

Constr'jction Co.,134 :me C.O. in a letter to *.ne contractor carefully

out' nec :ne autnor4:y of tne Dro4ect inspector and :iear'v put tne

-,1



:ontractor on not.ce tnat tnis official cid not nave autnor'y '.o Ia~e

:nanges to :ne contract. 3asec on tnis no:-ce, he GSB, ooK a very

:onservative position emonasizing funaamenta! l aa ore e:)s. sea g

with authority. The board did not discuss the project inspector 's

duties or their relationship to the contractor or C.C. However, the

issue of reasonableness of action, although latent, is definitely

present. The entire focus of the board's reasoning was on the letter

which gave the contractor clear notification of the inspector's limited

authority. 13 5  The fact that all other arguments are subordinate was

well illustrated by the following language-

The letter from the contracting officer to appel-
lant...outlined the authority of the project inspec-
tor and clearly placed the contractor on notite that
this official did not have authority to make changes
to the contract. [The Contractor] admitted that he

>- was aware of the fact that changes required the
approval of the contracting officer. Appellant
attempts to overcome this deficiency in its proof by
alleging that the contracting officer was aware that
extra work was being required and citing decisions
holding that work not required by the contract which
was accomplished at the direction or instigation of
subordinate officials with the knowledge or ac-
quiescence of the C.O. or his authorized repre-
sentative constituted a constructive change. We are
fully in accord with the cited principle and have
applied it where the facts warranted.130

The emphasis on the contractor's failure to stay within the letter's

specific statement of the inspector's authority dominates. The

implication of this decision is that action inconsistent with such a

delegation in light of clear contractor notification is simply not

reasonable.

As initially noted the increase or alteration of the basic

insoector's autnori'.y may be the result of a clear statement set out in

:ne :ontract. ne 974 ASBCA oec'son of Sw 'i< 0aracnute . 1
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aea's witn :he conract a' s:-a:erert n a- -he is oect or naC tne

ac4.-ona" a ,:nori :y to ac:eot. 3 '8 The ec~s-on :'ea- Y :emonStrateS

that the basic inspector may nave suostan-tial'y in:reasec powers as a

result of contractual agreement. In Switlik the contractor complainea 0

that more testing was being conducted than was actually required by the

contract. To this charge the inspector responded that the testing was

in accordance with his interpretation of the contract specifications

and that the contractor had to test on that basis or he would not

accept. The ASBCA found that the testing performed did in fact exceed

the contract's requirements. 139  On the l-ey question as to whether the

*", inspector acted with the scope of this authority when he directed the

contractor to perform testing in excess of the contract requirements,

the language of the inspection provision proved decisive. It provided

* that inspection would be performed by "an authorized inspector of the

Government" and that acceptance would be performed "by an authorized

Government representative." The Government's inspector was the

individual authorized in both instances. Basing its conclusion on the

. inspector's authority, the board reasoned as follows: Since (a) the

4, authority to accept necessarily includes the authority to reject and

(b) the inspector's reason for threatening rejection related to the

testing to be performed, the board determined that the inspector had

acted within his scope of authority when he prescribed the conditions

under wnich he would inspect and accept the contractor's product. 140

The board then concluded that the contractor's "compliance with

direction was reasonable under circumstances" and that the Government

oas therefore bound. 141 Again, a consideratilo for reasonableness is

iso~ayec. However, central to tne facts Sn SwmtliK iS :nat they

S. '-" "' K . -" " "-" - - .*-" "-"n" " - . .- . " . " " "- -



* disolay a contractually reatea "suoer insoector" having authority in

excess to tnat innerent. to te oosi-ton. -his is :'early i i'jstratec

in :ne following language:

The extra testing which is the subject of the
constructive change here was performed . . . without
a formal protest by [the contractor] to the C.O. We
have held, in a case in which the contract speci-
fically denied an inspector's authority to change the
specifications without written authorization of the
C.O., that absence of a protest to the contracting
officer was fatal to a constructive change claim.
Allens of Florida (SIC) However, where as here, a
constructive change has been proved and the person
ordering the change is found to have had the au-
thority to do so, the failure, to lodqe a formal
protest with the C.O. is of no m'iment.

14Z"

With the addition of contractually provided authority, analysis becomes

more complex. There is first the implied authority relating to the

basic inspection task having a narrow scope of authority, and secondly,

the express contractual delegation of authority creating an authorized

representative, who has a much broader scope of authority. Switlik

also stands as a classic case of how it may become difficult to isolate

an "inspector decision" from a C.O.R. decision.

In the 1966 Court of Claims decision of Northbridge Electronics,

Inc. v. United States14 3 the inspector had been contractually designa-

ted by the C. 0. as the representative authorized to approve changes in

contract requirements. The clause in the contract delegating this

authority read as follows:

DESIGNATION OF REPRESENTATIVES: The C.'O. designates
the representatives specified below to approve
changes which are in the best interest of the
Government, provided such changes will not affect
ouality, ouantity , Drice or delivery scnecule. Any
cnanges affec-*:ig quality, quantiTy, orice, or
le,very scnedule small be suDmittea 'po and SubDect
to tne wrtzten approval of tne ..0.

"I

-I ?
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(a) Quality Assurance Activity

,., he . . f o tne Quality Assjran-e
Ac-ivi-y aeslcnatec in :nis :ontract, or :ne cnief of
any other activit'.y to wnom inspection respons oiii:y
is delegated, or other aesignateo representative, may
approve changes on those matters'which pertain to the
inspection and testing of supplies. These matters
incluce, but are not limited to establishment of
Government inspection systems, determination of the
type and amount of Government inspection to be per-
formed, and interpretation of specification require-
ments.

(2) The Signal Corps Quality Assurance
Activity designated in this contract is ... au-
thiorized to introduce technical and engineering
changes. (Emphasis added)

144

As a result of this delegation, the Court of Claims held that an

agreement between the inspector and the contractor to substitute an

augmented and stiffer visual and mechanical inspection test for the one

initially required by the contract was binding. 145 What was not

discussed was how this change could not affect quality. This appears

as a classic case of the respect given languange of specific dele-

gation, even in the presence of a general disclaimer restricting

authority.

(c) Transfer of Authority Based on Circumstances and

Reasonable Reliance

This entire area contains strong equity overtones in that

analysis 4s often directed at reasonableness of concuct and reliance

with traditional authority aspects being only.secondary. Central to

this kind of reasoning is a discussion of how and to what extent the

Government is responsible for the contractor's predicament and to what

extent :he contractor's actions were reasonable. The courts and boaris
*$

-may look to :ne C.O., Dut asK not so much if ne cave tie insoector

a!u:moriy, Z-t mnetner ne vas on iotice of or resoons*,ie "or :reating

7,...'..."



tne circumstances.

.n 3aon anc Sons' 6 an Air :.,rce ,ontract irsoector orae-ec

tnat more epoxy tan was needed De applied to certain .Tazer-al prepa-

rations. Because the epoxy had to be poured within a short period of

" time, the contractor, based on the inspector's insistence, knowingly

- added more epoxy than was necessary. To the Government's assertion

that the inspector's direction was unauthorized due to a contract

S"clause limiting the inspector's authority, the ASBCA stated:

The Board finds that 'the inspector] did order the
added epoxy used, and that the appellant had no
alternative but to comply becatuse the epoxy would
spoil if not used immediately. In this instance in
contradistiction to the alleged orders . . . where
[the contractor] could easily have sought clar-
ification of any orders of the inspector, the
inspector must have had authority to order the change
notwithstanding the previously cited clause.

147

The board found authority in a very conclusionary fashion with the

obvious emphasis on the fact that it would be unconscionable not to.148

There simply was not time to appeal to the C.Q. Again, the circum-

stances were a major determining factor in reaching the outcome.

Traditional principles of authority were at best not discussed, and at

worst violated to obtain an equitable result.

In the 1973 ASBCA decision of Industrial Boiler and Steam Co., 149

the contractor asserted he had performed extra work in reliance upon

- discussions with the Government inspector. The board denied the

contractor's claim noting that the contractor's assertions were

disputed by the Government and that the contractor had failed to

present evidence which woula sustain his burden of proof.' 50 The board

cited the inspection clause regarding the "inspector's not Deing

au:nori zea and noteo:



rThe Con-ractor7 has presenteo no proof in s;-oo-t )f
the facts wnicn it has a.iegea. M oreover, even
its a..egations :oncerning WCrK Derfomec - " '"ance
upon Idissussions witn tne *overnmen: isoec 3r 4e-e
proved, the claims 0asec :4neeon woui no: e
allowaole in tne absence of a further snowing :nat
the actions of the inspector were actually or con-
structively authorized or ratified by tne contracting
officer. (Emphasis added).l 51

The board never discussed what it takes to have "constructively

- authorized" an action, but they apparently recognize that it can take

place. Blacks Law Dictionary152 defines "constructive" as follows:

That which is established by the mind of the law in
its act of construing facts, conduct, circumstances,
or instruments; that which hi- not the character
assigned to it it its own essential nature, but
acquires such character in consequence of the way in I
which it is regarded by a rule or policy of law... 1 53

" The board's reference to constructive authority would seem to be all

but an acknowledgement of the existence of some kind of equity doc-

trine. It also poses the obvious question of what is the difference

between "constructive authority" and apparent authority?

In the Engineering Board of Contract Appeals decision of Desonia

Construction Co. 1 54 the contractor was on notice that the Government

Inspector lacked authority to make any changes. However, the board

" dismissed the claim only after commenting on the fact that the work was

mentioned in the contractor's daily report without even the slightest

intimation that it was considered to be a change order. 15 5  In the

context of a strict authority analysis, reference to what the con-

tractor thought seems misplaced. However, in light of what may really

be a disguised doctrine of equity, the contractor's reasonable expec-

tations may e a significant factor for analysis.

:ox 'alley Engineering, :nc. v. United States - 56  Drovioes an ex-

:ei'ent case 'or snowing why tites alone may not oe :tne sole Dasis 'or



eval jation. ;n Fox Valley :ne contractor was to produce a large number

01 s~e::nes 'or :he Army Map Service 'AMS, 4. iie :ne qork was in

orogress, an A'MS representative visited :he contractor's plan: and gave

various instructions regarding the work. The contractor claimed that

the instructions it was directed to follow amounted to an upgrading of

the technical standards of performance, thereby entitling it to an

equitable adjustment for price under the changes clause. Among other

arguments raised by the Government was that the contractor could not

recover since it had performed without a formal protest. To tnis the

Court of Claims responded that a formal p.-etest against performing work

is important where an unauthorized subordinate gives orders without the

C.0. 's knowledge. 1 5 7  But the court noted that thi!" problem was not

present since the actions taken by the AMS representative were au-

thorized by the C.0.158 The caurt set the title of "inspector" aside

and analyzed the factual circums'tances to resolve the key issue of au-

thority. The court noted:

It matters not as [the Government] contends, that
this official was employed in the Inspection Section
and that "inspectors" are not authorized to accept
work in the field. This official may have sometimes
been referred to as an "inspector", but at least for
the purpose of this contract he was vested by the
Contracting Officer with powers which went beyond
tnese ordinarily associated with an "insoector."
AlTTnougn employed in tne Inspection Section, his
official title was that of cartographer, and he was
considered to be an AMS field reoresentative. He was
sent to Lcontractor'sj plant by tne Contracting
Officer for the express purpose of giving guidance
and any necessary instructions and d'irections.
(Empnasis added) )

Fox Valley never clearly states whether the representative was mis-

^.,assi,'ied as an inspector, since ne had more. autnority all along, or

n t.e 'act ual :ricumstances of ext-reme C.O. reliance and -esulting

-.. - .. .. . - ...- .** . . . '. ,.... ... • . . . .......: ~ ;........ . . . .



:ont ractor's reliance were sufficient to transfer au:nor-v t-o :ne :3,S

,eorbsentaztve. :t is very iey .nat tnis 4s in fact a "s:in::4on

wirthout a cifference.' The main thrust of Fox Valley nowever, is -nat

factual analysis can be a pivotal factor. If there are confining rules

* applicable to an inspector, they may apparently be avoided by finding

that the representative has been misclassified. The. circumstances

either indicate, or create, the misclassification, it makes no dif-

ference which. Implicit from this analysis and discussed at length in

the next section is the presumption thaz "field representatives"

inherently have more authority than ioaspectors. This is entirely

consistent with the spectrum of authority and responsibility concept.

Finding more responsibility has been transferred to 6 representative,

seems to be the equivalent to the finding of a greater amount of

authority, the ultimate authority lying with the C.O. In Fox Valley

the finding that the representative is a "field representative" is

simply the board's way of quickly moving the representative down the

spectrum. To that extent titles provide an easy method for under-

standing the issues involved.

(d) Conclusions with regard to Inspectors

The study of inspectors begins at the narrowest point on the

spectrums of authority, responsibility, and reasonableness. Inspectors

by the very nature of their position, routinely have fewer respon-

sibilities than other Government representatives. Similarly, relying

on inspector guidance in the context of their lack of responsibility

and remoteness from the 0.0. may be unreasonable. Exceptions exist,

Sr-mar',iy onere there is speci'ic celinea:ion f adjitiona' ut ies or

autnor':y cear.y set out 4n eitner the contract or 4n a separate

V, ' w,,,,# -]-_,. ':":- . -. ,- . -. - - -. .- '.- ' . - -..' -. . .. -.. -- . .- .-.-.. -. .-.. ---., .,



letter; or where tne responsibilities of the inspector are suc that n e

n.as in ac. oeen misclassi iec as an "inspector." Thus, increasec

.,w responsioili y may lead to tne representarives DeIng found to De a

field representative, as was the case in Fox Valley, and as should have

been the case in Southwestern Sheet Metal. The net outcome of these

reclassificatior) is to move the representative down the spectrum of

authority, thereby binding the Government. It also pernits the courts

and boards to keep the appearance of consistency with those decisions

stating that inspectors have no authority to issue changes.

The position and working relationips of inspectors are not of

such a nature as to promote a multitude of decisions based on acquie-

scence, ratification, and imputation of knowledge. lThese cases exist

in the inspector context, but not with the frequency with which they

can be found elsewhere. Clearly absent is the close C.O. interface.

The result is that C.O. 's tend not to rely on inspectors as much and as

often as they do other Government representatives. Thus, absent

instances of misclassification, these remedies are rare. And if the

representative has been misclassified, C.O. authority may be unneces-

sary in light of the representatives being found to have his own au-

1ihority implied from the duties delegated to him.

(2) The Field Representative

The description of a "field representative" is essentially the

description of a working relationship. Many different titles such as

resident engineer" or "project officer" are used. Among the many

factors characterizing a "field representative" is his routine

interface wi,.n the C.O. in a technical settin The aegree of guicance

and direction given y these inciviCualis varies, but t can generaly

- ."' " " " , -..... ,' . *_*, " " . ~.... - . *, -"*.."...', . w .- " -.. "--".* . ., -.- ' -S ,.,-.- -'"
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oe saia that some guidance ana some irecion seems inherent to the
at). This fact, :t ge-,er with eacn -ase's pecj',ar C,,. ano contractor

-" reliance on the particular fielo representative are aeterminative of

" many authority issues. Field representatives, like inspectors, have a

definite technical relationship to the contract, but unlike inspectors,

' field representatives have a guidance or direction element to their

positions. These broader duties, and correspondingly broader scope of

authority, in effect distinguish inspector's from field represen-

tatives. "Inspectors" who have such a guidance element to their

written or actual job descriptions have Po doubt been misclassified.

That these classifications are not in all instances properly made,

attests to the very circumstantial and therefore subjictive analysis

involved. It also further evidences the existence of a spectrum model
5,-.

with regard to classifications and authority. Thus, it can be gen-

erally stated that the addition of further responsibilities can

potentially alter the classification of a representative, and with it,

the amount of the representative's authority.

- .. The function of a "field representative" by its very nature is a

recognition of the need for someone other than the C.O. to technically

monitor or give guidance on a contract. It is in essence the formal or

informal transfer of some C.O. responsibilities to Gove'rnment personnel

in the fiela without necessarily the formal transfer of authority. The

f unc:ions of these representatives vary. They ciuld serve to alert the

C.O. to issues as they develop, that is, simply communicate the facts

to tne C 0. ana 0.0. decisions to the contractor. In other instances
t-.he 0.0. may elet to, or due to the tecnnica L' :limate, must rely on a

..e'a reoresentative's iiscretion. Botn of these instances can result

..,;W -* . . . C : *
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in decisions :inaino on the Government. As will :e snown, several

cifferent "heor~es are isec. rowever, :ne r-rnmary e1onas s of al of

tnem lies in analysis of relationsnio. Transfer of resoons lbi 1ties

seems to correspond with transfer of authori ty. Some responsiiiies

seem to result in the representative's becoming the C.O.'s "eyes ana

ears." A duty to inform the C.O. evolves and arguments of imputation

of knowledge or acquiescence settle the issue in the contractor's

favor.. In other cases where the amount of responsibility is such that

tne particular field representative assumes a supervisory role in tne

contract, the actual representative may b.e found to be authorized. The

subjectiveness of such "relationship" analysis is unquestianable.

Equitable issues of reasonable contractor action, relfance, and good

faith seem determative of the outcome of many decisions.

(a) Limited Field Representatives - The Exception

A good amount of respons-ibility is generally inherent to most

field representative positions. This is the logic for their classi-

fication and thus by definition moves them further down the spectrum

towards increased authority. However, exceptions do exist. The classic

cases are where the contractor had actual notice of the represen-

tative's limited authority, or where the contractor had notice of facts

not known to the field representative. Seemingly common to all these

situations is the fact that the contractor's conduct was less than

reasonable.

The 1976 GSBCA decision of Birdair Structures1 60 is set out as a
nardcore authority context reciting and closely adhering to the

contract's "Authorities and Limitations" provision. The facts indicate

tha: a resicent engineer, mistaKely oelieving that overtime 'undin

--p., D -,I>'- v v -I-'>, -- ">,:.. i '1 ; , L ,'. .- > .:" I?'1: 1> -l>ii - ".: 1'-'- . -% -- i



still exis ec, t0C tne :ontractor to contIrue ove:rime eork. The

" contrac-r, nlowever, Knew tna: overtt.me funas were exnaustec. erying

te :ontractor's claim, the oecision begins by emonasizing "ne "Au-

thorities ana Limitations" provision and by summarily noting that there

h been no showing that -he contractor had Deen given direction by an

authorized representative of the C.0. 161  The board put great weight on

self-serving affadivits filed by the Government stating that the

engineer had no authority to issue changes. 162 The case contains no

indepth analysis of the resident engineer's duties ana does not address

the daily professional relationship of the engineer and C.0. And yet

while the decision contains no discussion of the engineer's duties, his

potential for implied authority, or the contractor's failure to obtain

confirmation, the holding seems entirely appropriate. The fact that

the end result may have been the board's primary. concern is indicated

when it stated:

Since only [the contractor] or its subcontractor knew
the true facts and remained silent, we cannot hold
under these circumstances that direction of the
construction engineer constituted a compensable claim
under the contract's "changes" clause. 1 3

It seems very likely that the "circumstances" and considerations of

equity were the foundation for the board's reasoning. Notwithstanding

this fact, the law as stated in Birdair Structures reflects the more

conservative theme of strict y adhering to the authority limitation

provisions of the contract.

The 1970 ASBCA decision of Eastern Construction Co.16 4 provides a

traditional autnority analysis for its denial of the contractor's

:laim. -he claim was for comoensation 'or -emoial ana replacement o

oo ' .. The cort-actor assertec that ne na oev atec 'rom :-.e

All,

-- T.". . . . . . . -"



ontrac. ourSuant to a ^-sation w':n a -es oenz enc neer oroerina

t_"e :nances. ,-4or :o Suom,7SS-Or snov :rancw'ns, "n:e czn'=actor

attemotec to :on:act a C.V. R. -o oCtain a aeviation from a asten"ng

requirement. He spoke instead witn another Government engineer wno

approved the deviation. However, soon after commencement of the work

the contractor was formally advised to comply with the contract

specifications. The board held that since the engineer involved was

neither a C.O. nor a C.O.R., the conversation was an insufficient basis

for deviation from the stated design requirements. 1 65 One factor, no

doubt, influencing the board's determirt-ation was the fact that the

contractor's nonconforming shop drawings had been approved subject to

their adherence to specifications. The contractor was'thus on notice

to the Government's position before he had made any changes and no

detrimental reliance had occurred. Providing a strict authority

I analysis for the decision, the court stated:

Nothing in the above facts constitutes a waiver of
the contract requirements for fastening the roof or
submitting shop drawings for approval, or justifies
[the contractor] in disregarding these provisions.
EThe C.O.R.] had no authority to delegate contractual
authority to the engineering division. Even if the
record supported his intention to do so, which it
does not, such a waiver was countermanded immediately

-'; when Ltne contractorj undertook to take advantage of
it. Investigation soon disclosed that engineering

S..approval of the deviation in fastening the roof was
given under the misapprehension, and without any
attemot to determine the facts. (Empnasis added)1 66

% '4hile this Doard chose the conservative and safe.precedential approach

based on authority, the facts clearly show a lack of good faith on

,ena
lf of the contractor, no dOuDt influencing the eno result.

orm 'n the .972 :BCA aecision of Jonn H. Moon and Sons, 16 7 the
4M.

-ontact was -or -oaa :onst~uct'on. Durinc tne oerlormance o :ne

t- . ;+,# , 2 4.r" ,°+. , Z*,:- U U&.: . - ", . . .,. :2-. .,, . ,, *. . .. •...,...,..2. K ,,'.. ,,;, , o, ".
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~ontrac: .ne Government s resiaent engineer refisec -o per : :ne

contractor to ,se mater'al -om a oarticular Dor-ow :,. :asec or ne

MistaKen De2ief :nat the material would not meet conr.ract soecfi-

cations. The contractor contended that these actions Deing improper

entitled him to an equitable adjustment. Central to the board's denial

of the contractor's claim was the fact that long before the above

actions took place, the contractor was well aware of the limited nature

of the resident engineer's authority and the fact that his decisions

could be appealed.1 68 The decision of John H. Moon and Sons, however,

should not necessarily be read as a ch#,se recognizing only limited

authority in resident engineers. Peculiar to Moon is the limited grant

of authority to that particular resident engineer and -the contractor's

familiarity with this fact as well as the procedures to be used for

appeal. The contractor's knowledge of these facts is shown to be the

basis for the board's reasoning 4n the following language:

...The record is clear that the [the contractor] was
aware of the limited nature of the authority of the
resident engineer long before the directives in
question were issued and of the fact that if the
conditions imposed by him were considered onerous
they could be appealed to the district office.169

Since the contractor had actual knowledge of the facts, his reliance on

the engineer was less than reasonable. To some extent Moon also stands

for the proposition that clear and specific delineations of orocedures

and authority will be recognized, since .o deviate from tnem would be

n unreasonable.

Another decision based on specifically delineated Drocedures but

comina to a different conclusion is the !BCA.3ecision of Franklin W.

oe=es and Assoc4ates. 70  :n De:ers :ne sent. te contractor a

etzer :arefA :e l e neat m ng a :rocecure 'or :rocessing :nange oraers

Z,,], '- '';-.,S,,>';-""'.. -'", ""'.-.'""'.,'.-.,-w '. ''.'''- -","". - "'. -..' A,-1 ., %',J" .'- . -. ' . -~ . .-. ' '- .- -.- .-.



-nrougri -.ne p-crai :ojnaror arc _.ne or-c'c:. -e jrtner

acv sea :ne :ontrac-: r tna: a'' :ues o.ors as - qn:e.n 2- -ne wor- as

wivnin -ne oounas of tne cont.ract SnOuld :e suom: :ea in ori1na -o

the C.O. so that he could make any contract cnanges. The tecnnical

direction clause further restricted the authority of tne project

officer. All the above language, both specifically and generally

restricting the authority of the C.O.R's was overridden, however, by

prior dealings and the inclusion of phrases such as "as directed by the

project officer" and "as approved by the project officer" which were

included in some contract modifications.Y 7 1 A major consideration was

that substantial other services had previously been obtained relying on

the approval and direction of the project .officer!1 7 2 Noting the

language in the above referenced modifications and the Government's

failure to follow its own procedures, the court gave the following as

guidance:

The Board finds that the above language plus other
actions of the Government (sic) lend substance to
appellant's contention that the Technical Direction
clause insofar as it restricted the authority of the
project officer had been abrograted...

In view of the foregoing finding and the totality of
the circumstances discussed above, we hold that the
Government's reliance of the alleged lack of au-
thority of the individuals who ordered and accepted
:he seeding service is misplaced. ! 73

The Doard's reference to "totality of circumstances" clearly aemon-

strates the flexibility in this area. Here, the specific delineation

of authority was overridoen by the inconsistent language of the

noc'"cat4ons anc Sovernmen:'s oast conduc t . :*"he "ac: that principles

c' :o~z~ac: 'r. er~retat~on were not even sc~ussea f'r:her ,ncicates

, : - . -- ., . . .. . . . . . . .- . . .. - , . . -. . , . . . .. . .. , . - .- -, . - ., . - , . , . . . . - . .. ,. .



that issues of equity ano -easonaDieness oomina:ea :ne Doaro s rea-

soni ng.

() Acquiescence anc :mputat ion o' <nowieage

Two themes predominate with regard to fiel d representatives in

the area of acquiescence and imputed knowledge. They are the related

concepts of "constructive authority" and "constructive knowledge." In

constructive authority decisions the boards and courts find actual C.O.

knowledge of the transactions and construe the C.O. 's acquiescence of

these situations as authorization. Constructive knowledge decisions go

a step further and look to the representative as opposed to the C.O.

In these decisions the presumption is that the particular represen-

tative has a duty to inform the C.O. of the facts. Fail.ure on the part

of the representative to carry out this duty results in the court's or

board's constructively finding that the C.O. is informed. Important to

note is that these decisions are not quite as much relationship or

reliance oriented as are the next section's cases which find the

representative authorized. While these decisions do examine rela-

tionships, they usually look more to the magnitude or significance of

the change in issue.

A subfactor in these decisions is the presumption that no

contractor does a significant amount of work under a change without

expecting to be paid. Thus, the finding of a significant change,

particularly wnen there is an increase of substantial cost, seems to

shift the burden to the Government t prove that the contractor is in

all actuality a "volunteer.' The subjectiveness of all these con-

siderations seems obvious. What's a significant change creating a duty

on nhe par: of :ne 0.0. to ne n'or.med ? so unc',ear is t+e oa-:
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o ayec y -:.er ecul'aDle 'actors wnicn -an resull in :ne 'en'a' of a

Contractor recovery. Aooa-en-!y, even if ne cnange ,as s '-':ar t

contractor Knowlejge of facts not known to tne C.3. or otner ev-ience

Sthat the Government is being taken advantage of, may result in "he

Government's prevailing. This is the theme discussed in tne last

section. The complexity and subjectivity of the above considerations

precludes anything short of a case by case analysis. In short, Franklin

* W. Peters' procedure of examining the "totality of circumstances"

probably best describes what is going on.

-In W. Southard Jones 17 4 no specific technical representative is

identified as being key to either supervising the contract or gene-

rating the claim in issue. All references are simply to Government

"technical" or "engineeri'ng" personnel. The work in controversy

consisted of the digging of a conduit which was later abandoned before

completion in favor of the use of already existing conduits. The facts

indicated that shortly after the start of contract performance,

responsible, but apparently unau'S'orized "technical personnel" dis-

cussed" with the contractor the changing of a lighting system from the

contractually required double circuit to a single circuit system and

the increasing of the number of conduits to be dug. Later, the

Government issued revised contract drawings which incorporated all

informal contract cnanges previously agreed upon, with the exception of

tne one underground conduit, which the contractor had started to dig

out abandOned at Government request. The following language from W.

Soutnar- jones is routinely cited in support of facts depicting

ac.u7escence:

he o'occ ' ne concL;, -r :ues-.-on :ont-iuec 4n
oa,, C"ew a ong -ne :a:4wav a: one ?ase eve-v :av
'or a mos, a -on-n. ase :ecrn':a oe-sonne c;ear'y

%--..--.. -



Knew wna: was go4ng on anc as clearly intencec -na:
-ne oricina' orawings snouc io-: Ie ' 7owec.

Presumably the Base engineer and contracting officer
met not infrequently about projects at their Base of
mutual concern, as this one surely must have been.

Conceding, therefore that the contracting officer was
the only one empowered to authorize changes in the
contract, and that a special clause was incluaed to
emphasize the limitations in the authority of the
technical personnel, we must hold under the peculiar
circumstances of this case that he had timely notice
of the changes, if not actualV# then certainly con-
structively. (emphasis aaded) /z5

The presumption that the C.O. is on notice as to all t.echnical matters

of "mutual concern-" seems to open the door wide for finding C.O.

acquiescence in numerous situations. The concept of "constructive

notice" seems to create a C.O. duty to be informed of such matters.

Only the vague reference to "peculiar circumstances" limits the

dispensing of the remedy. 17 6  In W, Southard Jones these "circum-

stances" were at least in part the inequity of the Government's

selective ratification of the technical personnel's other actions. This

factor, although not emphasized, no doubt, played a major role in the

ASBA' s decision.

The 1977 ASBCA decision of Canadian Commercial Corporation 177

indicates tnat finding a C.O. has "constructive knowledge" may be

highly dependent upon the role of the particular representative. In

Canadian Commercial the representative was a resident inspector who did

not routinely have contact with the C0.. Arguing thlat notice and

concur-ence of the ,.=sident inspector was bindinc on "he 0.0., tne

on ac o r z'eo . Soutnarr: Jones. 0ist.nguisning t.ne 'act:s -on .

. " ,% "". " , • % "- " "- % % . , " , ", % " ". " ." . . -, . , . , , ." . . " " . . . , ' - - .



Southa-c Jones the boart stated:

In .. Souznard Jones, tne ciggina of a conduit at an
ai fie7c at va riance witn the cont ract irawinQs
oroceeoed unoer eyes of :ne Government superv.sory
personnel, including the nase engineer, and the Board
assumed that the base engineer and the contracting
officer "met not infrequently about projects at their
Base" and thus the -)t-acting officer must nave
been, if not actually then certainly constructively,
on notice of how the work proceeded. There is no
showing here of such close contact between the
resident Canadian inspector (who has remained
unidentified) and the respondent's contract ad-
ministration or technical personnel. 1 78

The implication from reading Canadian Commercial is that W. Southard

Jones may only be applicable to those technical representatives having

more routine C.O. contact role than is ordinarily associated witn

inspectors. Consistent with the discussion of inspectors, this would

seem to place it primarily in the field representative section of the

-..- ,

spectrum.

The 1964 decision of Bregman Construction Co. 1 7 9 is based on W.

Southard Jones. In a very conclusionary fashion the decision gives only

a glimpse of the ASBCA's reasoning. In Bregman the board found that in

a construction project that the contractor had substituted fill

material "at the suggestion and with the acquiescence" of the resident

engineer. Central to the contractor's recovery was the board's finding

that a significant expense was involveo. 1 80 Citing W. Soutnard Jones

the board noted:

"ne substitution represented a clear departure from
the specifications. (SIC) Yet tne Resident Engineer,
as the Government's job representative, knowingly
suggested it and acquiesced therein. Ana in whole
context, the changed cordition was obvious occasion
for the substitution. Uoon such showing, appellant
cannot be deemed to volunteer; ana equitable
acjustment should be oe:ermined on such account as
.or a change... (Emphasis added) 1 8 1

'ot' ea 'y acsent from Breaman is any discussion of .C. acQuiescence.

* "' V.I.** 
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The resident engineer's acquiescence is referencec, tut :he ease

ncl uQes not even the conclision that :ne -esiaen: enc .ieer ac

autnority. Nor is their,  any analysis of -elationsnips, -ne .O.'s

relationship witn the resident engineer or the role the resicent

engineer playec with this contract. That there was a duty to inquire

of the C.O. or a finding that the work was within the engineer's scope

of authority is nowhere discussed. There is only the conclusion that

the "economic burden" involved was more than "de minimis." This,

together with the resident engineer's suggestion and acquiescence was

sufficient to result in a contractor rec'overy. That the finding in W.

Southard Jones stands for such a broad proposition seems sdmewhat

quest i onabl e.

In the GSBCA decision of M. S. I. Corporation1 82 the contractor

made a claim for the cost of providing a rubbed finish for certain

concrete surfaces. The work, not-provided for under the contract, was

ordered by a resident engineer for the Government's architect. Although

the resident engineer was not a formally designated representative of

the C.O., another party was so designated and knew or should have known

that the work was being done. A dominant theme throughout the M.S.I.

decision is the GSBCA's reluctance to accept that work of any con-

sequence would be volunteered. 1 83  The impact of this view is well

reflec-ed in the following language:

We believe that, on balance, it is fair to conclude
that either the contracting officer or his repre-
sentative, or both, knew, or should have known, that
this work was being performed, that it was work not
required by the contract, that it was work of a
significant costly nature, and that the contractor
would exoect to be Paid for same, ratter tnan :nat it
was "volunteer" worK.184

" .r... the 3BC states ,nat aosen: :-:umstances :omoe'',no a
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con:rary conci usion, :ne ooar- is most rel uctant to concluce 'nat any

worK O of any :onseauences is volunteerec. There are many cases on cnc

.-,e Government to wnat tne C .0. Knew' 8 5 or snoula nave known,'

thereoy creating a C.O. duty. M.S.I., however, seems to go furtner oy

saying that once the contractor establishes that -he work in issue is

of significant value, it becomes the Government's burden to show that

the C.O. or C.O.R. did not at a minimum acquiesce and thereby bind the

Government.

-- in the 1955 Court of Claims decision of Williams v. United

States 1 8 7 the contract was for road p.aying. In order to accomplish

•. this work the contractor had initially considered either ren.i$ng or

buying an asphalt plant. However, through investigation the contractor

learned that there was such a plant located at another base. The plant

was under the jurisdiction of a Major Russell who was responsible for

the maintenance of the roads at the Air Force Base. After negotiations,

during which a Major Russell represented that he had been given

authority to enter into an agreement, the contractor submitted a

proposal whereby the contractor agreed to seal coat the main paved

roads on the base in exchange for use of the asphalt for the road job.

Major Russell accepted the proposal and the contractor proceeded to

. * carry out its part of the agreement. After the contractor had per-

formed, Major Russell learned that he in fact was not authorized to

make such an agreement. The Government tnen refused to permit the

contractor to use the aspnat- plant rent-free and an amount equal to

that rent was deducted from the contractor's final payment.

while framed as a iecision based on C.Q ratification, Williams

stancs as a classic :ecislon rven y *ssues of cooc a-tn. -he Court

C. " . -•. - .• . . •• ., . .. • , . % % " . % . ". . •% . " .. . . .
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L
of Zaims simply woula not tolerate tne resul" s z=ortec by tne

Government s arcuments.

No auestion is ralsea by -ne defendant as to tne fact
that the plaintiffs performea the services or tnat
the services were worth at least the amount sued for.
The sole defense of the cefenaant is that since Major
Russell was not a contracting officer with full

- authority to bind the Government in the fullest
-. contractual sense, the plaintiffs cannot recover on

this item. Surely, compelling reasons would be
required to have any court sanction any such in-
equitable result. .188

The court ultimately pointed to ratification, claiming that the base

C.O. must have been on notice to the work being performed. But the

reference to ratification appears mostly as a technical legal after

*.. thought. The court simply refused to deny the contractor's good faith

claim based on a legal technicality of authority.

In the 1965 decision of Carroll Co. 1 8 9 a Government inspector

ordered a subcontractor to change a contract by requiring the formation

of a crown on a road where it was not previously required by the terms

of the contract. After carefully reviewing the facts, the Engineering

Board of Contract Appeals found the change compensable, even though the

contract specifically required the C.O.'s approval on all changes. 1 9 0

(Clause GS-1F) Basing its conclusion the resident engineer's knowledge

and acquiescence of the inspector's actions, the decision contains no

discussion of the normal prerequisites for authority. The Engineering

Board stated:

The Government argues that its inspectors had no
authority to direct changes in the work without
written autnorization of the Contracting Officer
(citing paragrapn GS-iF of the contract) and would
have us deny this item on trre ground that such
authorization was never issue,. This.3oarc ano other
administrative boarls nave on nume'rous occasions
-ound :na: acherence to :ne str~c: letter of con-
rac:ua' zrov sions sucn as 3-F wouId reu e

overooK"n tne . ea 't'es :oart' cular construc: cn

% •



situations such as we believe are present here.
N

J A
me think it fair to presume that as a result of
visits to the jobsite [the resident engineer] knew
'Me prime contractor had Deen instructed to leave the
subgrade flat and that later [the subcontractor] was

instructed to shape a crown with crushed rock. 1 9 -

Carroll, thus portrays a constructive knowledge decision using the

resident engineer's presumed knowledge and acquiescence to bind the
o

Government to an inspector ordered change.

The ASBCA decision of U. S. Federal Engineering and Manufactur-

ing 1 92 deals with a project manager's.approval of certain additions

correcting defective specifications. In Federal Engineering fheither

the project manager nor the contractor informed the C.O. that the extra

work was required and was going to be performed. Holding for the

contractor, the board stated:

The fact that the Contracting Officer did not have
actual knowledge of the additions to be made to the
device does not insulate the Government from the
consequences that actual knowledge would impose. His
various representatives are his eyes and ears (if not
his voice) and their knowledge is treated for all
intents and purposes as his. 193

Implicit to the board's finding for the contractor was the fact that

Government would have had to correct the deficiencies. The contractor

was, thus, not a volunteer. Indicating that the Government got

orecisely what it needed the Soard stated:

ke are sensitive to the need to protect the Gov-
ernment from bearing the cost of contractor's
performing extra work which is beyond the Govern-
ment's determined need, i.e., the volunteer. So far
as those additions here were to correct aefects in
the device, the Government had a nee and a duty to
correct :he iefect. So far as the -overnment has
notice o tne added worK before it hao tne oooor-
jni-ty to jetemine wnether tne oarticular cure was

to 4ts " ng. "t nac tne oDDortunity to choose a
iore suitaole cure "f one existec. ere, :ourse,

• # D.\* . . . . % " *m ** W" *." -- . . .,. .. . -. .-. . . . . . .e +, ( . . .. : . . , , ,+ ..... ...... ,, . . ,,+....,., -. +. .... "-2- -' " .'G .-.- ,'-'-'.'.. . "-'-".-.'
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tnere is no suaaestion that a Detter or cheaoer cure
mign t De founC. 94

:"-

SThe aoove 'anguage reveals "na: -ne Government hao receivec a neecec

cnange to the contract making the formal technicalities of autnority

seem somewhat secondary. The inequity of giving the Government

something for nothing seems to have been determinative.

The 1965 ASBCA decision of R. W. Borrowdale Co. 1 95 is concerned

with a contractor's claim for a price increase for Government ordered

changes in a contract to furnish and install a massive camera. In

response to an advertised bid invitation, the contractor submitted a

letter specifically stating how it proposed to comply with the con-

tract's performance specifications. This letter was made a part of the
d

contract. Thus, when at a pre-construction conference Government

technical personnel ordered the use of different performance spec-

ifi cations, the contractor claimed the different performance methods

*- constituted compensable contract changes. To this contention the

Government argued that the technical personnel issuing the alleged

changes were not authorized. Holding for the contractor on this issue,

the ASBCA determined that the C.. 's authorized representative was

probably aware that the Government's technical personnel had proposed

the changes and had approved their actions.196  Implicit from the R. W.

Borrowaale decision is the fact that the technical personnel involved

were not authori zed. This conclusion may have resulted from the fact

that no one technical representative could be charged with having

. played a key role in tne change. Furthermore, since the changes took

n! ace at the Ore-construction conference, :her.e could not have been

t -ne estaDolsnec -elat4onsni s or pattern of r-eiance routinely asso-

: ate n wi :ne "inaing :at a particular, tecnnical reoresen:ative was

- .>-#K'C-K.K*. ->K> :



autnorized. Absent these factors, the board seems to nave cropped Dack

a level and examined :ne relationship of the C.0.R. ano :he Government

tecnnical personnel. Discovering an apparenly :1ose working rela-

tionship between these individuals, the board uses the C. 0. R. 's

constructive knowledge to bind the Government. 197

(c) Finding the Field Representative Authorized

As initially noted in the introductory discussion, the key in

determining whether a particular field representative is authorized

appears to be in analysis of working relationships with the controlling

considerations being equitable. To that "ixtent the courts and boards

seem more interested in determining the nature of the relatfonship

between the representative and the contractor and the peculiar facts

leading to the claim than in applying any specific rules of law. In

this context issues of reasonable reliance, good faith, and fair

conduct seem to control the day.

In the case of Centre Manufacturing Co. v. United States 198 a

technical representative was sent to the contractor's plant for the

sole purpose of settling problems of surplus material and equipment

failures. The Court of Claims found that an integral part of the

representative's assignment was the giving of guidance and any nece-

ssary instructions to the contractor.199  The court reasoned that if

the technical representative was not sent for this purpose, then his

visit was void of all significance. 200 Confronting the argunent that

the changes were made by a mere technical representative as opposed to

a designated C.O., the cour' responded:

'laDility "or the actions of a Government Igent, wno carriec
out exact'y what ne was orcerea to do, cannot oe avoided Dy
Dointing to ,.aoels. The aope'ation, "'tecnni:al aaovser,"
coes not ietrac- from "- 2s actual functon. rt is to the
ac-ua.iv tnat we -st 1ooK. 'Emonasis a aei 2C!a -I: Y



To buCtress i-s position tne court went on to reason along strict lines

of autnority, cudting :ne :estimony o7 zne C.O. clearly stating hat ne

naa relied entirely on mis technical representat ive on all operational

matters. 'While the court never actually stated that the technical

representative was authorized to make changes, it still managed to set

aside any charge that the change was not binding by noting that it

would be incongruous if the -technical representative had no authority

to make decisions at the contractor's plant, but had that same

authority when he made those decisions for the C.O. at his own office.

Making absolutely certain that any authority issue was laid to rest,

the court finally brought in and found applicable the concepts of C.O.

acquiescence and ratification with regard to the technical repre-

sentative's action.
202

The 1952 Court of Claims decision of General Casualty Co. v.

United States 2 0 3 specifically addresses the authority of a resident

engineer. In General Casualty the contractor's claim related to the

"Changed Conditions Clause" then used in Government construction

contracts. According to the facts of the decision the contractor

discovered a substantially larger amount of shale than had been

represented in the contract drawings. The changed condition clause

reauired that the C.O. be immediately notified prior to any changed

conaid:ons being disturbed. in General Casualty the contractor gave

immediate notice, but to the resident engineer as opposed to the

fornally aDointed C.O. The court found that a changed condition oil

ex'st anc noted the several occasions that the contractor had contacted

:ne -es:aent encneer. 7he court tea Article 231 of :ne contract

wr s: s-atec -nat "-te :err ^Sontrac -nc Dfficer' as isea nerein sna'
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incduae nis duly appointea successor or nis Aut.nor4 zec Representat ve, '

and :ne 'ogic of C. C. S eornerZ v. Jr-e c States. 20 4a

In both the Sheoner Case and tne instant case the
resident engineer was ciotned by the contracting
officer with authority to be on the joo and see that
the work was performed. in the Shepherd Case :he
court held that the resident engineer was :ne
Authorized Representative for the Contracting
Officer, that the resident engineer had a duty to
communicate to the C.O. matters which were brought to
his attention regarding conditions encountered in the
excavation and that notice to the res-ident engineer

4 . constituted compliance with the contract.
20 5

Citing the contractor's notice to and reliance on the resident engineer

the court went on to state:

It would be inane indeed to suppose that the Resident
Engineer was at the site for no purpose. We believe
as in the Shepherd Case, supra, that the Resident

N,. Engineer was the Authorized Representative of the
Contracting Officer.

[The Contractor's] responsibility ended when notice
was given to the Authorized Representative of the
Contracting Officer. If the Resident Engineer did
nothing, certainly it was no fault of [the con-
tractor.] He did all that was required of him under
the contract. 206

The fact that the resident engineer was "clothed by the Contracting

Officer with authority to be on the job and see that the work was

performed" apparently created a C.O.R. This is perhaps an unnecessarily

.roac conclusion. The factual emphasis is as much on the issues of

nottce and duty to inform as it is on the resident engineer's working

a-l ati onship with the C. 0. and contractor. Thus, the facts of General

"asualty would seem to point to an imputed knowledge decision. The

court, however, selected the broader ground of finding a C.0.R.
II

-he case of :naustrial Resear:h Associates20 7 careful1y analyzes

.4 y n e iee gation of au:.nor'ty. .t reoresents an at:emt to orovioe some

V; .T
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technical prerequisites in tne context of a functional analysis of the

Government representati ve A nvo2veC. he forow4 ng 'anguage bes:

represents tne board's reasoning:

The recent decision of the Court of Claims in Centre
Manufacturing Co. v. U.S.... very clearly teaches that
a contracting officer can and sometimes does aelegate
his authority to technical representatives. (SIC)
And in these circumstances, the Government is bound
by the directives given by the representative.
... Similarly, an engineer or some other kind of
technical adviser whose function is the giving of
technical guidance to a contractor may also order a
change in work. Thus, it seems clear to us that what
is at issue here are the actual functions of the
Government's engineer, and Ltfe contractor's]
engineer as well as measured &by what was said and
done. On the other hand, we also disagree with [the
contractor's] general position, which seems to regard
every oral exchange between the Bureau's engineer and
a company employee as a constructive -narnge o'rder if
it resulted in altering the course of the work in any
respect however insignificant or whatever the
surrounding circumstances. (Emphasis added)208

.4

The board then preceeded to analyze each of the contractor's claims in

the context of the constructive change doctrine's two prerequisites of

a "change" element and an "order" element. The failure to sati.sfy

these two requirements it. concluded determines the case's outcome. 20 9

Industrial Research Associates, however, does show the form of analysis

to be used. It is centered around the representative's function which

is based on working relationships. This precludes hard and fast rules

and demands circumstantial analysis.

In 1961 ASBCA decision of illaras,210.the Government's in-

stallation engineer admittedly directed a construction contractor to

provide manhole covers not reauired by the contract. The Government

naturaly argued that the engineer was unauthorized. Holding for the

:ontractor, Vhe boarc 'ounc -nat :he ins:alat:on engineer aid in fact

nave au:nor-:y. The 'olowing 'anguage 'om -'ars 's naiCacve of

J. -



wnen autnority may be founa:

-e was in cirec: contr-ol of -ne oc, :ne :overs 4e.e
obvous'. neeoec - tney were rooaoly zma::ec 'o-
.-.e contract by ina:vertence - ana it is incon-
ceivaole tnat ne lacKea tre autnority to co wnat ne
aim. 211

The first statement that the installation engineer was "in direct

control of the joo..." typifies the emphasis on the representative's

relationship with the contractor. Transfer of responsibilities seems

to transfer authority. The C.O., having given the representative so.

many powers cannot now reasonably deny that the representative is

authorized. To do so the board concludes- would be "inconceivable."

Also, very much a part of the board's conclusion is the fact tbat the

manhole covers were really needed. Not stated, but certainly implied,

is the fact that the Government would be getting something it needed

for nothing. This inequity probably played an important part in the

outcome of the case.

In the 1966 ASBCA decision of Sperry Rand Corporation, 2 12 the

board denied a contractor's claim which was based on the mistaken

belief that the direction came from the project engineer. Upon

investigation of all the facts, it was revealed that the contractor had

been directed by a superior of the project engineer who did not have

- authority to give directions. While the board denied the claim, it did

suggest that it might have been favorably considered haa it resulted

fom the airection of someone who had "some colo of authority" such as

the Government Project engineer.21 3 What exactly constitutes "color of

authority" was never discussed, but it seems safe to say tnat it is

prooaD'y neaviv ieoenaent on working relationshis.

"n :ne AS2CA, oec'slon oif ^ev,' e 'rcnance 2o.2 '  ne contractor

W.- ' - . . . . . . . . . . . . ..r



had routinely neen compensatec for oast overruns Dy after -:ie fact

cont.ract modifications even thougn tne contract conta-nec a "' miatiorn

of Cost" clause. The claim in issue deal: with a similar cost overrun

where the Government refused to pay. Examining the position of project

engineer the board determined that that individual was in general

superintendence of the contractor's activities, both technically and

financially. 2 1 5 The board then determined that the conduct of the

parties authorized the overrun and reduced the Limitation of Cost

clause to nothing more than "...transitory and provisional accounting

procedures only, not intended and not permitted to pose a barrier to

payment."21 6 Finding the project officer authorized, the board stated:

The limitations on money and man-hours were reduced
to meaningless ciphers by the conduct of the parties;
performance by [the contractor] was prosecuted in
obedience to explicit instructions of authorized and
cognizant Government personnel who were airt to the
fiscal status of the contract...; and the Government
has received and enjoyed the benefits of [the
contractor's] good faith performance in reliance upon
assurance of reimbursement by an Official Bureau who
we find to have been constituted in fact as the
authorized representative of the Contracting Officer
concerning the matters in dispute.

21 7

Clevite seems to be a discussion of equities. Good faith performance

based on reasonable assurances of reimbursement was apparently suffi-

cient to overcome the Limitation of Cost clause. Clevite creates

soeculation as to wnat other clauses may be rewri.ten through equitable

conduct.

In the 1979 ASBCA decision of Urban Pathfinders, 218 the project

officer directed tne contractor in a consultant contract to assist in

tne -novenent of furniture. There was io doubt that sucn direction,

" aiznougn essen:"a, tc successf'ul :omoletion of "ne :ontract, was Deyono

N"
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:ne consultant services -eau4-ec. The contract contained Drov-sions I
authorizing the Droject of :er to insDect and ac:ept, as e as

Provide necessary information and :ooraination on t"e ;rocec:. he

contract also specificali/ reserved to the C.O. the -iont to make

changes. The board examined both the project officer ana the project

o'fficer's supervisor to determine whether they had the necessary

authority to bind the Government. The board's analysis reiterates the

factors which are significant in such a determination:

.4 There is no evidence that the EProject Officer's Supervisor]
had any contractual authority or responsibility with regard
to the contract, and we conclude..therefrom that he had no
authority to bind the Government to a change in the terms of
the contract. The Project Officer, on the other hand w~s
very closely associated witn the performance of the contract.
He was on site during the move and was desigrated as the
Project Officer by the contracting officer. He was respon-
sible for ensuring that the technical objectives of the
contract were met. Certifying payment vouchers submitted by
the [contractor] receiving the Progress Report Letters and
performing inspection and final acceptance of the rcon-
tractor's] contract performance. In short, he was the key
Government person with regard to the performance of the
contract. We are not unmindful of the fact that the con-
tracting officer did not delegate the authority to change the
terms of the contract but we conclude that his delegated
authority was sufficiently broad to include the authority to
change the terms of the contract in a situation where
expeditious action was required to avoid a frustration in the
objectives for which the contract was awarded. We find,
tnerefore, under the circ=nstances of this case, the Project
Officer had the implied authority to order the additional
work. . . .(Emphasis added)21 9

The Doard in Urban Pathfinders finds implied authority in the project

officer. it appears to be the byproduct of tne equities ana factual

circumstances surrounding the contract and exists lespite express

contractual statements reserving all change authority to the C.O. As

purely an analysis of a project officer, Urban Pathfincers illustrates

-nat tne soectrum c' -easonaoleness of -eldance increases as tne

-eoresenta:4ve's ac-ia' anc aDoarent -es;o-ns :i ,'. increases. T .-
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2lima,e resu!: :an be a finoing of authori-y sufficient to oino tne

3overnient.

The cir:umstantial recognit on of authority or ciens 1no of a

Government representative may result in the court's or board's desig-

nating or discovering that the particular representative involved has

assumed the role of the C.O.'s authorized representative. This adds a

new dimension to Chapter Il's question of 'hat does it take to create

the C.O. 's authorized representative." It is not clear as to whether

such licensing always creates a C.O.R. or whether this occurs only

under certain circumstances. It is alsa" unclear as to what, if any

difference this makes. The existence of this problem howeve-, does

underscore the fact that a spectrum of different and overlapping

authority issues is involved.

In the case of Historical Services220 the contract was for the

creation of a film. The contractor's claim was that it was entitled to

recover costs which were incurred when the Government initially

approved its narrator and then later improperly required it to obtain

the services of a new narrator. The Government argued that the

resident engineer who had approved the first narrator was unauthorized.

Holding that the resident engineer was really the authorized repre-

sentati ve of tne C. 0. , the DOT Appeals Board held for the contrac-

tor. 221  Central to the board's reasoning was the fact that for a

suostantial period of time the resident engiheer was the only in-

ciiviauaI with whom the contractor had had any dealings. Even the C.0.

conceded that tne resident engineer had been "superintending the

Performance of .ne wor. 2- he focus of-tne Doar-'s analysis is

oenon sratea :v tne 'ollowing language:

G %



.The resident engineer's] Oecisions on tecnnical and
orofessional matters, sucn as fiimmakig ere
norm a, y ' nal. ons1oering his act ive ana v '-ua'y
exc usive role vis a vis .te contractor] and reacino
his official Position Descriotioni..we cannot believe
:.he] was unauthorized to grant approval of :ne firs:
narrator. Based on the facts and the cases cited
above we conclude that...he was the "authorized
representative" of the then quiescent contracting
officer.

223

Some of the cases cited by the board in Historical Services include Max

Dril1 2 2 4 and Centre Manufacturing 22 5 which, although both heavily

dependent upon circumstancial analysis, do not find the representatives

involved to be C.O.R.'s. Also cited were Fox Valley2 2 6 which did find a

*,. C.O.R. and Industrial Research Associates22 7 which did not. The com-

mingling of these decisions lends some credence to the assertion that

C.O.R. and license may be identical. Further analysis of the decision

of Tasker Industries, 2 2 8 a formally designated C.O.R. decision is

necessary to show contrasting aspects of the concepts of license and

C.O.R.

In Tasker the facts deal with an individual specifically desig-

nated as the C.0. 's technical representative. The board spent a good

deal of time analyzing the delegation of authority and then quoting the

restrictions on the use of that authority. 22 9 And yet while there was

no doubt that the representative involved was a C.O.R., the board felt

compelled to establish the existence of license to find the acts

oinding on the Government. 23 0 The clear implication from this line of

reasoning is that the specific restrictions designating the authorized

representative are enfor:able against the contractor and that license

must ne estaDlisnel to overcome them. Absent the establishment of

cense, -n4s restrictive language may mean inat it says. "he

conc sion 'rom tis anavysis is tnat tne :i-cus-an:ial'y :reateo

s 
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autnorizea representative wnicn frequents tne area of field repre-

sen-a:ives nas more expansive autnori-y :nan the forrna y oes ignatec

autnorized representative wno is tiec to specific restrictions. This

issue will e addressed further in tne section discussing C.O.R.'s.

(d) Conclusions with regard to Field Representativees

• When the Government places a representative in a position such

that his actual function is inconsistent with stated limitations on his

authority, those limitations may give way to functional realities. The

very position of field representative portrays just such an incon-

sistency. The case law's emphasis on fnctional realities has its

-i apparent underpinnings in the equitable consi'derations of good faith

and reasonable reliance. The cases seem to hold against the Govern-

ment's placing a representative in a supervisory position and then

denying all responsibility for the guidance given. In a spectrum

context, this means that as technical and supervisory responsibilities

accumulate such that the representative has substantial discretion,

that discretion carries with it authority. For this reason, decisions

reasoning along these lines tend to show up much more frequently in the

4" field representative area, than in, for instance, the inspector area.

Similarly, basic technical repres-entatives having only a narrow area of

responsibility serve less of a function under the contract and will

n thus have less opportunity to fulfill the functional prerequisites

necessary to overcome authority limitations. In:these cases, where the

-. facts snow that the C . knew or should have known of the alleged

change, the cases look to the doctrines of acquiescence and imputed

<nowleage. This is Darticuiarly the case wner h:ne :nange is ',arge or

n e Government is oe no injust'y enric.iec y the -eceiot of a clearly

N -



neeaea alteration of a project.

" Procurement Dersonnel

Procurement personnel -oli d e iescried as :nose Government

representatives performing functions in immediate a dministrative

support of the contracting activity. Actual job titles include buyers,

estimators, pre-award survey team members and the like. The study of

this representative category is much more complex than inspectors or

field representatives. These previously discussed groups tend to

* gather at certain points on the spectrum. The category of procurement

,".. personnel, however, is comprised of many " verse skills and resulting

C.O. relationships. Varying skills and working relationships result in

varying amounts of discretion being transferred from the C.O. to the

representative. Subcategories may also evolve based on such factors as

individual skill, physical location, and activity workload. A case by

case analysis becomes necessary, but is based on the same elements

already discussed. Issues of good faith, functional actuality and

reasonable reliance are still determinative in what is essentially a

relationship analysis resulting in a spectrum of varying degrees of

authority. What is gone are the categorical generalities-field

representatives have a lot of discretion and authority, inspectors very

:.-> little discretion and very little resulting authority. Still, while

the generalities are missing, the elements leading to these otner

patterns are available for purposes of analysis..

If there is a trend in the category of "procurement personnel"

it is that the boards and courts either find tne reDresentative

autn ortzea or unauthori ze. mPutea Know i e or . c. ac uiescence

1ecsions are !are. The cases seem largely oe:ermnec Dy :1assi'ying

.. .-..-. .- . ./. '. '. '. '-.' ., , , *'." ... .. .. -. ,, * ,' .' . -. -. .-. •~ ,- ,, -, , , , ",, , ., , , . -,-.



tne particular representatives involved as eitner ministerial ana

tnerefore jnautnorized., or as C. . R. 's actina wit.nin the scope of

their autnorizy, and therefore auznorized. This places tne represen-

tatives at extremes on the spectrum, issues of acquiescence or imputed

knowledge occasionally surfacing, but often being blended into what is

ordinarily viewed as a circumstantially transferred authority. Indi-

vidual titles of the procurement personnel are placed on the spectrum

and studied accordingly. Interestingly enough, the same titles show up

at both extremes. The conclusion seems to be that the circumstances

and not titles are determinative or indicative of the absence as well

as the existence of authority.

It should be noted prior to beginning analysis that careful study

of this category has revealed far fewer authority decisions than one

might initially expect. One reason seems to exist. Since the primary

function of the procurement process is the creation of contracts, many

of the decisions in this area are decided based on principles of

extrinsic evidence prior to even reaching any authority issues.

(a) Limited Authority Cases

The limited authority decisions associated with this category

ordinarily revolve around one or more good faith issues. This is the

case where the contractor either knew or should have known that the

Government representative did not have authority. Also routinely

discussed is the fact that contractors may not reasonably rely on

guidance given by representativies who work in procurement in a purely

ministerial capacity. Analysis of each individual's particular duties

or functional actuality is therefore very impon-.ant.

-he 1982 'ASA 3CA jecision of DBA Systems 2l' 's :oncerned witi

_ , o- , • . •°• . . - ,.° . • • . , .. . . . . .. . -. - . -, . o° - . ,
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tne position of contract specialist -ana tne "'Limitation of Cost"

clause. In DBA, the Government's contract specialist was iesc :rec as

the inaividual responsi:le for acting as "ne "contact point" Detween

the contractor ana the Government on a day to day Dasis. 2 3 2  His

functions included the preparation of documentation supporting pro-
.

2.: curement actions including contract modifications.

After the contract was complete, the contractor in DBA informed

the contract specialist about a potential overrun and requested that
',. .

- the contract's estimated cost be increased. The contract specialist

prepared a proposed contract modification increasing the contract's

estimated cost by the amount requested and sent the unsigned document

to the contractor who executed and returned it to the .Government. The

document, however, was never signed by the C.O. The Government argued

that there was no authority for the action. The contractor responded

by contending that the transmittal to it of the Standard Form 30 showed

that an agreement had in fact been reached and that its signature

merely "memorialized" the agreement set forth in that modification.

Pointing to the absence of the contract specialist's authority, the

board stated:

It is of no consequence to the determination of thi-s
appeal that [the contract specialist's] title may
have sounded important, or implied authority to
approve funding of the overrun.233

The above quotation together with authority limiting language from

Federal Croo Insurance Corporation. v. Merrill 234 was used as the basis

for denying the contractor' s claim. And yet wnile this conservative

view of the contract specialist's scope of authority may seem par-

* ticilarly nartow, a good faith issue may nave -een :he real Dasis for

t ne Doar's n oidina. Almost immediate"v af-er "ne recitat"on of basic

....-
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author! ty Drncoles, tne :oar: commentea on .:e fact tnat n s

orocecure of sencing the contractor a cooy of :ne 1c<'=c:' on lis:

wtnout the contracting o ficer' s sgnat ure was s anaart pract!ce at

Goddard Space Flight Center, and that the contractor knew tnis. 2 3 5

Clearly, a reasonable basis for the contractor's reliance was not

present, as the contractor was fully aware that the document had not

yet been approved by a warranted C.O. Thus, notwithstanding reci-

tations of authority principles, the absence of good faith reliance may

have played a major role in DBA.

The facts in the 1975 ASBCA deci- ion of A Padilla Lighterage

Co. 23 6 centered around the actions and authority of a disbursing

officer. In A Padilla a requirements .contract to provide bargaining

services stated that the .contractor would be paid in Philippino pesos

at the official rate of exchange "as of the date of the contract

award." During contract performance the Government's disbursing

officer adopted the position that the contractor would be paid the

current rate of exchange in effect at the time of payment. More than a

year after the last payment, the C.O., following a Comptroller General

audit, issued a final decision demanding that the contractor return the

amount by which its payments exceeded what it should have been paid at

the exchange rate set out in the contract. While the contractor's

main arguments in A Padilla were jurisdictional, the contractor did

argue and the board did address the role an. 'authority of the Gov-

ernment's disbursing officer:

-he role of :ne d4isbursing officer here was purely
ministerial. He converted the dollar mount wnich he
was autnorizea to bay to pesos and wrote a onecK for
oelivery to aopellant. 'He was not :ne ,esoonsible
of'!ical wnose interoretaton in: nave a :inainc
e=fect on tne Government. nat o" i a, qas -he
-ontract-ng of'icer and ie never agreec to oayment at

.1..K * *.'.~~-*



.ne conversrion or exchange rate di 'feren cror :nat
providec in tne contract. - Erpnasis aded 3

a ?aia seems to reaa zonsistent witn previ6us ecisions. The ais-

oursing officer's job was described as being "minis-erial" wnich

presumes the absence of discretion.23 8 The disbursing officer was not

supposed to be "responsible" for such actions. 2 3 9  Having neither re-

sponsibility nor discretion, the disbursing officer had no authority.

Implied from the board's choice of wolrds in the above quotation is the

distinct possibility that disbursing officers may not always be without

authority. This, however, would 'require an analysis of those areas

where they do have discretion and responsibility.

The ASBCA decision of General Electric Co. 2 4 0 dealt with'a cost

plus fixed fee contract having a "Limitation of Cost" clause. The

clause provided that the Government was not obligated to reimburse the

contractor and the contractor was not obligated to incur any cost

exceeding the contract's estimated cost, unless the C.O. notified him

that the estimated cost had been increased. 2 4 1 When performance was

almost complete, the contractor informed the Government that it was in-

curring a cost overrun and refused to furnish a final test report until

additional funds were made available. A contract specialist, whose

only function was to serve as a contact point between the Government

and the contractor, maintained that the Government was entitled to the

report and tried to induce the contractor to furnish the report,

notwithstanding the absence of additional funds. The contractor

preceeded to furnish the report, and then sought recovery of the

overrun exoenditure. The ASBCA denied recovery ioting that the

-ontract soecialist was 7ittle more tfnan a "messenger" 22 They emona-

slzed tnat tnere vas no evidence that ne naa Deen deegated any oower
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to bino tne Government.24 ~ ,However, notwistancing "his analysis, a

major factor was DroDa)y .,he con:rac:or's acmission -.na:: ne was 'ul

aware that :ne contract specialist acked authority to fund the

contract. 24 4 Once again, the absence of good faith on the part of the

contractor may have been determinative of the outcome.

The fact that circumstances and not job title often decide the

outcome is well illustrated by comparing the outcome of in General

Electric Co. to that of the 1962 ASBCA decision of N. Ferman. In N.

Ferman 24 5 the board accepted as credible evidence the contractor's

version of a telephone conversation wfth what were admittedly un-

identified persons in the contracting officer's office.246 Specifi-

cally rejected by the board was the Government's contention that only

statements by the C.O. could be relied upon. 24 7 The board's analysis

of the buying section and its finding that the particular represen-

tative was authorized is indicative of what they saw as significant

factors. 248  Citing General Casualty Co. v. United States the board

stated:

The heavy canvas buying section of the Agency
consists of the contracting officer, two buyers,
contract assistants, and administrative and clerical
help, all grouped together in a bay or section of a
large room. [The Government's representative's] desk
was within a "couple" of desk lengths from the con-
tracting officer's own. It is fair to assume in all
of these circtunstances that those who undertook to

*answer the prospective contractor's questions and who
were persons obviously cognizant of the. procurement
and had access to necessary procuremeni recor-s were
authorized representatives of the Contracting Jfficer

- acting within the limits of their authority and thus
were themselves contracting officers by definition.249

The -esult may have been fair, but the logic seems Questionable. How

can authority De determined y tne astance seatec f om :he 0.0.? How

coes access :o i7es relate to a f4nano of a -...? The only

.1%
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argument that seems plausible is tnat tne Z.0. nas eiter olaced tnese

individuals in tneir positions or was on notice te a they were or coul

b be ispensing information to contractors. Thus, arguaoly -ne 0.0. was

on notice to what was going on, where as , :ontractor was not. But

was reliance on this untitled procurement contact in -erman any more

reasonable than reliance on the contract specialist in General Elec-

tric? Accordingly, Ferman is at best very difficult to reconsile with

other "good faith" decisions.

In tne 1969 GSBCA decision of Hedlund Lumber Sales,250 the con-

tractor contended that when he was advised of the impending award of

his contract, he orally stated to the Government procurement agent

that he would "honor" the contract only under the condition that had he

an unlimited extension of time until the market price had dropped. The

agent supposedly agreed.

The board in Hedlund neyer stated as a general rule whether

procurement agents can bind the Government, and if so under what

circumstances. It is very likely that a firm rule based on title does

not exst. Using reasoning reminescent of the previously discussed

decision of Desonia Construction Co., 2 5 1 the board concerned itself

with what the contractor could have reasonably believed. 2 52 Taking

careful note of this particular contractor's wealth of Government

contract experience, the board concluded:

As the representative of a comp.ar.y which had
completed 851 Government contractS within the
preceding three years, the sales manager knew or
should have known that the Contracting Officer was
tne only Government official who was authorized to
agree to aporove any changes in the terms of the
contract. Therefore, even if the sales manager had
reason to believe that the "S -ocur.ement Agent had
agreed to grant an unlimited extension of time for
aei -very of : e suoolies, ne Knew, or snould nave
<nown, tnat sucn an agreement was not nind ng on the

* .. S - I
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jovernmenZ and ca not releas the 'contracorK from
its :ontractual o*lioaions. 2'

": only seems 7ocical i' sucn an agreement is Der se not z-nc- g, :na-

tnat fact alone snoula settle the issue. However, tne bcard's over-

wnelming concern for the contractor's reasonable expectations clearly

indicates that this is not necessarily the case.

In the 1970 ASBCA decision of Burnett Electronics Lab 254 the

%. board denied a contractor's claim based on the actions and knowledge of

a pre-award survey team member. The contractor's contention was that

contrary to statements in the IFB and contract, it had a contractual

right to use its off-the-shelf model as the pre-production model. The

contractor based this claim on the admitted awareness of Government
J

- personnel of his intentions and the favorable conduct and report of

the Government's pre-award survey official. The essence of the

contractor's claim was that these individuals' knowledge and conduct

amounted tr t modification of the contract requirements. A major con-

sideration was that contractor reliance on any team-member's conduct

seemed less than reasonable. 255 At trial the Government's technical

consultant testified that the off-the-shelf model was obviously

nonconforming. The board was also quick to note that the -record did not

disclose any detailed examination or testing of the off-the-shelf model

by the survey official involved. 256 The survey member testified thatJp.

ne was not an engineer and was not qualified to determine whether a

unit met specifications. Adressing the survey official's expertise and

the contractor's reliance on it, the board noted:

'4h4. e such lack of exoertise may rot nave been
aooarent -o :ne apoellant, any assumotion tnat a
-jrsorv examination :y a survey of iaia :onst.tuted
an aDorova, Dy tne 3overnnent of I's :"-:ne-snel'
moae for ise as :,Ie Dreorocuct or, noae Nas .iot
reasonace 'n " nt o' :ne n7net! oay Der'oc Drovecea

IL. ---. .



by the IFB and contrac: for Government aoDroval,
naconitional approval or sisaoorova1 of :he pre-

production model.. . '.7npnasis addea) 2 -7

This language seems to be a Dalancinq of equities, the fact .na, "Ie

survey official's expertise was not known to the contractor being

offset against his obviously brief examination. The brevity of the

examination was also being balanced off against the specific provision

setting out a 90 day approval period. The ultimate outcome of the case

was based on the absence of reasonable conduct. Job title was not a

major consideration.

While the board in Burnett denied the contractor's claim, the

door seems to have been left open with regard to permitting possible

modification by a pre-award survey team member or the like. 2 58 The

board concluded with the following language indicating that the

contractor may simply have failed to carry the evidentiary burden

necessary to proving his assertibns:

Nothing about the foregoing course of conduct shows
or establishes agreement for modification of the IFB
or contract in any respect; certainly not such a
substl ntial modification as appellant contends.
(Emphasis aaaed)5'9

The clear implication is that in B,,rnett the issue was not authority,

but lack of evidence.

The GSBCA decision Hegeman-Harris co.260 was concerned with a

contractor's :laim for an ecuitable adjustment as a result of un-

anticipated utility experses. The Government rep esentative wit, whom

the contractor dealt with was an estimator. The board noted that he

was not authorizea to make binding commitments on behalf of tne C.O.

an -natit -is Ounc:4on vas "merely that of e-xamining the aopellant's

-'arm, -ev'ewina suooort:ng data, anc raK-ic -ecommencat'ons to nris

............................. .. 6... ... .. ""
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92

superior officer." 2 61  Not stated, but certainly implied from this

narration of the estimator's duties, was the significance of the fact

that the C.O. retained all discretion. Further inferences can be drawn

from the board's concluding language:

The fact that [the estimator] told [the contractor]
in an informal although written document that the
Government was accepting [the contractor's] electric
power cost did not constitute an accord and satis-
faction on a disputed matter. The Government repre-
sentative involved did not have authority to bind the
Government on a matter of this consequence. (Emphasis
aaded)26

2

The board's reference to the lack of formality possibly relates to the

reasonableness of the contractor's reliance, since the absence of this

element was no doubt indicative of a lack of finality and officiality.

The underscored language seems to imply that the estimator has some

authority, but that the scope of this authority is not broad enough to

include these particular actions.

The decisions in this area are possibly the most difficult to

either predict or explain. While an obvious lack of contractor good

faith will result in a denial, cases decided solely on what has been

determined to be less than reasonable reliance are more difficult to

predict. These personnel often seem to take on the appearance of

having at least some of the C.O.'s authority, while in fact having only

responsibility and discretion for ministerial tasks. Stated briefly,

this area is extremely ripe for apparent authority, wnere some reliance

may actually be reasonable, but authority, simply does not exist.

'b' Finding Authority Based on Circumstance and Equity

The decisions finding authority on a circumstantial or

eauitacle oasis are not any different than tnose discusseo in the area

-c' e'c re:resentatives. Ana'ysis oased on reasona le reliance,

- . - . * o
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fuctional actuality, and transfer of C.0. ciscretion is clearly

present. snat is Cifferent is tne a"sence of i.p,:ec Know!edge or

acquiescence decisions. The close working relationsnip of procurement

personnel with the C.O. seems to result in either a finding that the

representative is or is not authorized. Clearly absent is the middle

ground based on actual or imputed C.O. knowledge. The result is to

bring this section which finds authority based on circumstances and

equity and place it right next to the prior section which often denied

the representative's authority as a result of a lack of good faith or

reasonable reliance. While it is true.. hat these decisions are on

opposite ends of the authority spectrum, it underscores how the same

elements of good faith, reasonable reliance, and functual actuality may

be used to either find or deny the existence of authority.

In the 1972 ASBCA decision of Morrison-Knudsen Co. 263, one of the

issues addressed concerned the- authority of procurement personnel who

gave guidance at a pre-bid conference. The Government attempted to

deny responsibility for the guidance given, arguing that the individual

who presided over the conference was not authorized to amend the

substance of the bid package. This individual who was the C.O.'s

assistant was determined by the board to be a C.O.R., and in this

situation was held to have had authority equivalent to the C.O. Having

placed the buyer in this extremely sensitive position, the board seemed

to find a presumption of authority which the Government was incapable

of reDutting. 264 The board reasoned:

There is no evidence that bidders who attended the
conference were made aware of any limitations on [the
buyer's] autnority, or that answers providea by 'the
Duyer] would not ind the Government.y 6 5

-he above 'anguage appears to :e no more tan tne converse of the rule

-0 A P
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:nat actual notice of the representative's authority limits precludes

contractor recovery. 266  Implici: is a finding of reasonaole reliant=.

'or ison-Knuosen Co. is significant, however, Decause the issue is

framed in terms of authority in the context of actions occurring prior

to contract formation.

The 1973 ASBCA decision of Norman M. GilIler and Associates 267

involved the interpretation of cost principles and the representations

made by procurement personnel during negotiations. Dismissing Gov-

ernment assertions that the contract negotiators were not authorized,

the board stated:

. . .the Board has no difficulty over the authority
of the Government's negotiations representative, and
its principal audit representatives, sufficiently
under the present circumstances to make the Gov-
ernment responsible for their representations,
conduct and actions upon those matters which are
disputed in the case.26

8

The board then essentially described why they could conclude that the

actions in issue were within the representative's scope of authority:

Each, as representative of the contracting office,
dealt in regular course and officially with the
appellant concerning matters within their cognizance.
(Emphasis added)

269

The impact of reasonable reliance as it relates to and arguably

determines scope of authority is also noted:

The Government's negotiator was a regular functionary
of the procurement and contracting office. Under
circumstances shown, nis explanation could not
reasonably De expected to arouse suspicion; and we
cannot accordingly conclude that appellant was put to
any inquiry beyond. Factually he made none; but
relied upon the representations as made, reasonably
under circumstances. (Emphasis added) 270

"R Coroora Ion v. Uni4ted States 2 71 stated that the duty to inouire

ex stec ony for acts outsiae tne representative's scope of authority.

2..-



Norman M. Giller and Associates, a procurement personnel decision,

seems to come right out anc aefine tnat scope with reasonableness.

In tne ASBCA decision of Wickhaam Contractino Co., 2 72 ,ne esti-

mator was found to have authority, but the particular circumstances of

who had the "last clear chance" to avoid the problem resulted in the

* .Government's prevailing. 2 7 3  In Wickham, the single drawing in an IFB

for an underground electrical cable replacement contract contained two

different scales; the first, a graphic bar scale marKed one inch equals

200 feet was next to the drawing's title block and a second scale of

one foot equals 200 feet set forth in the-drawing's site plan section.

The one foot scale was wrong and should have read one in'ch. The case

was essentially an analysis of different contervailing duties. The

board recognized that the Government ordinarily warrants its drawings,

but noted that in the instant case the facts were such that the

contractor should have had reason to know that there was a drawing

error.2 74  The board held that once alerted to this possibility, the

contractor should have tested the drawings and ultimately inquired as

to their validity. 2 7 5  This is where most cases end. However, in

-6e Wickham, the Government's estimator knew of the error and improperly

V
failed to report it. The board noted that the estimator ordinarily

would report drawing errors to the design group which had prepared the

" draw'nC-. If the project had already gone out, his office had the

- responsibility to initiate an amendment to the IFB. 27 6 Confronting

these facts the ASBCA stated:

Based on tnis recordl, we find that the Government's
estinator was the authorized represepta-ive of the
contracting officer for the purpose 7f preoaring tne
.overnrmen: 's estimate of the cost of the worK, and
"or tne Puroose of initiating drawing corrections...

277

The ooarz :efinec :ne scope of -.s new 'ouna C. .R. very narrowly. But

P. - . .. . . . . . . .. . .. ............ . .... . . . ...
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even this finding may be unnecessarily broad for a decision which

discusses, but does not determine its outcome, based on a finding of

imputed knowledge.

We conclude that the actual knowledge of the esti-
mator must be considered actual knowledge of a
responsible Government employee and hence of the
Government. 278

Once again, transfer of responsibility is the board's point of focus.

Consistent with its normal emphasis on good faith and reasonable

conduct, the board analyzed who had the last opportunity to prevent the

problem from developing:

Other things being equal, we might well regard the
Government's duty to disclose its actual knowledge to
the bidders, including [Wickham], as a higher duty
superseding a bidder's duty to recognize and seek
clarification of an obvious drawing error of which it
did not have actual knowledge. However, in the
present case later events presented [Wickham] with a
last clear chance to avoid damage from the drawing
error. 279

The "last clear chance" referred to by the board occurred when the

contractor was asked to verify his bid. This, the board determined,

placed the contractor on an equal footing with the Government, making

him actually aware of the error. The burden was thus returned to the

contractor, and the conscience of the board was able to rest. The

convergence of these equitable considerations of authority, imputation

of knowledge, and duty to inquire was good evidence that authority fits

well within the purview of being shaped and arguably determined by

equitable considerations. In Wickham, the list opportunity was the

contractor's and that equitable consideration was therefore held to

govern. The particular Government representative just happened to be

an estimator. The circumstances which ordinarily would have been

determinative of estimator's scope of authority were vitiatea by the

.................. ............... .... ,•...
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contractor's failure to inquire. This essentially equates with a lack

of grounds for reasonable reliance, even a lack of good faith. In

summary, Wickham shows a priortization of conflicting equities, the

order of which is ultimately determined by the equitable concept of

"last clear chance." The fact that a procurment representative was

involved was inconsequential.

Pre-award survey team members seem to have some authority, but

analysis of that authority is made more complex by the evidentiary and

interpretation issues permeating the cases studied. The 1973 ASBCA

decision of Unidynamics/St Louis 2 8 0 analyzes authority in the context

of a pre-award survey team. The contractor's claim was based on

ambiguous drawings in a contract to furnish and install elevators.

While the case was to a large extent determined by principles of

contract interpretation, the ASBCA seemed influenced by and did comment

on the survey team's role. 2 8 1  A primary issue in the interpretation

was whether the openings in the buildings being constructed would be

large enough to allow factory-assembled elevator cabs to be used. At a

conference with the contractor the pre-award survey team comprised of

engineers and construction, production and procurement personnel

assured the contractor that the openings would be large enough. The

Government contended that it was not responsible for any pre-con-

tractual assurances and pointed to an IFB provision which read in part

as follows:

The Government assumes no responsibility for any
understanding or representations concerning con-
ditions made by any of its officers or agents prior
to the execution of this contract-, unless such
understanding or representations b" the Government
are expressly stated in the contract. 82

The board referred to the pre-award survey team as C.O.R. 's. Unlike

I...
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previous decisions there was no discussion as to how this designation

was arrived at and whether it was viewed as being of any significance.

Basing its conclusion at least in part of the concept of imputed

knowledge, the board stated:

The contracting officer's representatives were sent
to the pre-award survey to determine on his behalf
appellant's ability to manufacture the elevator cabs
to the Government's specifications and to meet the
project's installation requirements. Their knowledge
and understanding of appellant's interpretation of
the IFB as to design choice and work interface of the
elevator shaft openings at installation time is
imputed to the contracting officer.

Such pre-award clarifications of ambiguities in the
specification establish a mutual understanding of the
requirements of the contract as of the date of
execution. (Emphasis added) 283

In Unidynamics the "imputed knowledge" issue is intertwined with issues

of interpretation and contract formation. The pre-award survey team,

as authorized representatives, were apparently part of a "collective"

C.O., their technical knowledge and "mutual understanding" being

essential or identical with and a true meeting of the minds. Such a

reading is entirely consistent with the view that the C.O.R. is the

C.O. when acting within the scope of his authority. What is signi-

ficant about Unidynamics is that once again the C.O.R. is having an

impact, through imputed knowledge, even before contract award.

The peculiar expertise of the audit function is somewhat re-

minisient of the prior discussion of the field representative. The

complexity of the job invites C.O. reliance and transfer of discretion

to these skilled individuals. In some instances they are even

formally designated C.O.R.'s. While many of ttTe decisions in this area

are decided summarily, their outcomes appear consistent witn the

.- . . .. * -
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previously discussed principles of representative authority. In the

1972 ASBCA decision of AC Electronics Division, General 'iotors284 the

auditor sent the contractor a noti;: disallowing certain general and

administrative expenses. The notice specified that as to any dis-

approved costs identified therein it would constitute a final decision

of the C.O. 285  The board summarily cited Section 3 of ASPR as the

foundation for finding a C.O.R. in the auditor and noted:

[Ajppellant points out that since the notice was
A signed by the resident auditor it "was not the

official action of the Contracting Officer." On this
point, we disagree. The resident auditor who signed
the notice was authorized to' represent the con-
tracting officer in this respect (ASPR 3-809(c)).
Therefore, the contracting officer acted within the
meaning of Article 1(b) of the General Provisions of
the contract, when he signed the notice. 28-6

Accounting expertise, like engineering expertise, invites C.O. re-

liance. The language of DAR 3-809(c) relates to cost contracts and

specifically states that the contract auditor is a C.O.R. "for the

purpose of examining reimbursement vouchers received directly from

contractors..." AC Electronics Division, General Motors evidences

formal recognition of the auditors being a C.O.R. The decision which

follows indicates that circumstances of C.O. and contractor reliance

can and do make the auditor's scope of authority even broader than that
p

set out in Section 3 of DAR.

The impact of a contractor's notice of an auditor's limited

authority was displayed in the 1969 ASBCA decision of North American

Rockwell Corporation. 2 8 7  Circumstances ultimately resulted in the

finding of some authority. 288  In that decision the Government's

auditors were to play a key role in settlin'g performance problems

relating to a cost contract. The board only briefly addressed the issue
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of authority, noting that the contractor had been informed of the fact

that the Government's auditors had no authority to commit the Gov-
4o.

ernment on any costs. 2 89  The good faith element of notice seems to

have defined the auditor's scope of authority by precluding a finding

that his statements were authorized. Yet, the board in Rockwell did

find, based on the circumstances, that the auditors had authority to

"discuss" these issues. 290  Ultimately, the case was decided in part on

evidentiary considerations as to what were reasonable costs' based on

these "authorized" discussions. 2 9 1  Once again, evidentiary and

authority issues were intertwined; eviderrtiary elements really defining

the case's outcome.

In the 1976 NASA BCA decision of Aerojet-General Corporation 2 9 2

the Government contended that disallowance of costs by DCAA did not

bind the NASA C.O. Key to the Government's argument was the fact that

suspension and disapproval of costs were nondelegable functions. The

C.O.'s reliance together with evidence of acquiescence seemed to carry

the day, notwithstanding any regulatory restrictions to the contrary.

However this may be in terms of the ultimate con-
tractual authority of the Contracting Officer, audit
services were delegated by the Contracting Officer
(SIC) who chose to follow the advice of the DCAA
auditors. on the issues in dispute in this appeal.
NASA had notice of the Dade County cost disallowances
affecting this contract performance and there is no
evidence that NASA took contrary action.

293

In this instance transfer of discretion to the auditor resulted in

transfer of authority.

(c) Some Conclusions with regard to Procurement Personnel

The analysis of procurement personnel c.1early illustrates how

equitable factors of circumstance can both make and foreclose arguments

of representative autmority. Both ends of the spectrum become a part

.. .. . ..
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of circumstantial analysis. The absence of acquiescence or imputed

C.O. knowledge decisions emphasizes this fact. This commonality of

analysis as applied to the area of procurement personnel, however, does

not necessarily make for easily decided cases. The close proximity of

procurement personnel to the C.O. clouds the issues of transfer of C.O.

discretion, functional actuality, and reasonable reliance. It is easy

to misinterpret what or how much discretion has in fact been trans-

ferred to a procurement representative. The office itself may appear

to lend the representative authority. The result is that a contractor

may rely on what is no more than apparent authority without any C.O.

acquiescence or involvement. 29
4

(4) The Formally Designated Contracting Officer's Representative

The telling factor with regard to the formally designated C.O.R.

category is not any specific characteristic or wrinkle of legal

reasoning, but rather the very absence of these. While it is true that

the formal C.O.R. designation establishes that the representative is

authorized, the extent or scope of this authorization remains open to

question. Once again, this is the problem of deciding where on the

spectrum of authority the representative lies. The particular language

of the C.O.R.'s formal delegation becomes only one more factor in an

analysis focusing on good faith, C.O. relationships and issues of rea-

sonable reliance, the same factors used in analysis of the prior repre-

sentative categories; and the C.O.R. becomes only one more repre-

sentative to be placed the spectrum.

(a) The Formally Designated Contracting Officer's Rep-

resentative - Limited Authority

Limited C.O. R. authority is sometimes found in those decisions

°................... . ....-.. . ..... ....- . .. .. ... .
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emphasizing the restrictive language which is a part of most formal

C.O.R. designations. The question thus becomes what maKes the court or

board choose to focus on the restrictions as opposed to the grant? The

answer, although nowhere statei, no doubt lies the particular cir-

cumstances, the very same concept which enables a board or court to

overcome the authority restrictions. These circumstances are defined

as reasonable reliance when finding authority and are normally couched

in terms of a breach of good faith when authority is held to be absent.

In some instances the case may not even discuss the circumstances

involved. In those decisions the court, -iike a magician, distract .+s

audibnce by focusing the opinion on that portion of the clause, Yed

* as significant under the facts. In all actuality, the facts a -'t

the clause are what are really determinative of the outcome.

The IBCA decision of Arizona Machine and Welding 295 illustrates a

very narrow construction of the-limits of two C.O.R.s' authority. The

two C.O.R.'s, the contract engineer and inspector, had the following

language as a part of their delegations:

Section I - DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED

ENGINEER: The Engineer employed by the Government
and designated by the Contracting Officer under whose

.-. direction the work is performed.

INSPECTOR: An authorized representative of the
-. Engineer assigned to make necessary inspections of

the work performed and materials furnished by the
Contractor.

Section 16 - AUTHORITY OF THE ENGINEER

The Engineer shall decide any and all questions which
may arise as to the quality and acceptability of
materials furnished and work performed, the manner of
performance and the rate of progress,; interpretation
of the plans and specifications, and acceptable
fulifillment 'sic] of the terms of tne Contract.

". _ "- '. . ; _ .L " .' -' - . " T '- " - " - -" "*, - " ' ' " • . . . - ' . -' .' . ' ' . ' ' ' . . . . . ' - - , "



In cases of differences arising between an inspector
anj the contractor or his agent, appeal snail De
taken "D t':e engineer. 296

The contract in Arizona Machine involved the drilling of wells. In one

instance a well was drilled to a depth of 155 feet and the contractor

encountered hard material. He orally requested payment on an hourly as

T "opposed to a per foot basis. This request was allegedly approved by

the Project Inspector and Project Engineer as authorized represen-

tatives of the C.O. Later when the contractor was paid by the foot, he

made a claim based on the C.O.R.'s approval. Summarily deciding in the

Government's favor, the board said:

Assuming without deciding that either the Government
inspector or Government engineer authorized addi-
tional payment for drilling at a rate other than the
unit price per foot specified in the contract,
appellant would still not be entitled to additional
compensation... because there is no proof of rati-
fication by the contracting officer, and because
there is nothing in the record to indicate that
either of them were empowered to agree to make an
additional payment. Their responsibilities and
authority are defined and limited in the ' eneral
Conditions, supra. It is well settled that unau-
thorized Government re resentatives may not waive the
terms of a contract.29

No further guidance is given as to the board's reasoning. Arguably,

while the stated grants of authority to the C.O.R. 's permitted the

engineer to give some technical guidance, it did not allow changes to

pricing aspects of the contract. This is ordinarily viewed as a

function reserved to the designated C.0. or cher procurement per-

sonnel. And yet, even using this rationale, Arizona Machine appears

difficult to explain, particularly in light of the previously discussed

IBCA decision of L. B. Samford 298 which clearly implied in dictum that

a regional engineer could change the methoa of contract payment.
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However, notwithstanding the outcome in Arizona Machine the case stands

as clear evidence that C.O.R. designations are not always equatea with

rbroad grants of authority, perhaps even when they should be.

In the 1975 DCAB decision of Scientific Systems2 99 the contractor

claimed a price increase to his negotiated fixed price contract based

on the alleged assurances of cost reimbursement made by the C.O. 's

technical representative. The board pointed to contract language

clearly limiting the C.O.R. 's authority to "make any commitments or

otherwise obligate the Government. " 3 0 0  It tnen preceded to scrutinize

the entire contracting situation, summarfly concluding that at no point

had the contract provided any terms for cost-sharing or profit mar-

gin. 301 The board also noted that the contractor could not even provide

the names of those C.O.R.'s who had supposedly misled them. 3 0 2 Thus,

no close working relationship involving transfer of C.O. discretion

could be presumed, and as a result any reliance on C.O.R. assurances

could hardly be deemed reasonable. More than likely, the authority

restrictions of the C.O.R. formal delegation were completely consistent

with the contracting realities, and therefore those restrictions were

upheld.

The 1965 GSBCA decision of Electronic and Missile Facilities3 0 3

illustrates a decision giving a narrow scope to the authority of the

formally designated C.O.R. involved. In Electronic and Missile

Facilities the contractor contended that the C.O.R. had ordered more

flash patching of concrete floors than was required by the conctract

specifications. The Government asserted that the contractor was a mere

volunteer. 3 0 4  While the board pointed to language in the contract

restricting the C.O.R. 's authority to make changes, issues of good

Il
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faith probably determined the outcome of the case. 305  Indicating that

the contractor's reliance on the C.O.R. was less than reasonable, the

board stated:

Inasmuch as the Appellant's Chief Contract Admin-
istrator had more than 15 years of experience with
Government contracts, he knew or should have known
that the Government Representative at the project
site did not have any authority to order or direct
the performance of any work which was not required by
the contract. .306

Once again, the contractor's reasonable expectations were deter-

minative. This raises the question that if the authority restricting

language carries any weight, why isn't-it alone sufficient to put the

contractor on notice of the representative's limitations? The :impli-

cation from the logic set out in Electronic and Missfle Facilities is

that such disclaimers are just one consideration in determining what a

contractor should have reasonably anticipated. Because C.O.R. 's are

defined as C.O. 's when acting within the scope of their authority, the

attempted contract modification contemplated by the instant case is

really no more than a scope of authority question. Electronic and

Missile Facilities says that modifying the contract in this fashion was

a designated C.O. decision outside the C.O.R.'s scope of authority.

Reasonableness is a major factor used to define that scope. Since

reasonableness in this decision was defined in part by the contractor's

prior contract experience, 30 7 would a less experienced contractor have

resulted ina broader scope of C.O.R. authority? Or would it have

simply placed a larger duty on the C.O.R. to inform the C.O. of the

S-transactions taking place? To that extent, good faith issues could

arguably transform a narrow scope of author.ity decision into a case

involving a duty to inform or constructive knowledge. This is one way

5'.:
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to view these decisions. The cases in the next section, however, seem

to indicate that the primary issue may be authority, even when it is

disguised as a "duty to inform."

(b) Acquiescence and Imputation of Knowledge

While this section addresses issues of implied duties, imputed

knowledge, and acquiescence surrounding the formally designated

C.O.R., the conclusions derived appear to apply to representatives

generally. This is no doubt due to the fact that all Government

representatives are the creature of some form of authority delegation

and the formal designation of a C.O0. C is simply another method of

such a delegation. The cases in this section deal with issues o'f C.0.

or C.O.R. inaction. In that regard, the designated C.O.R. cases appear

more willing to turn to the C.O.R.'s authority to take action; there is

less of a need to impute the C.O.R.'s knowledge to the C.O. or find

C.O. acquiescence. Perhaps, since DAR and FAR clearly state that the

actions of the C.O.R. are those of a C.O. when acting within the limits

of his authority, 3 0 8 the principles of imputing knowledge to the C.O.

or C.O. acquiescence appear unnecessary. Exceptions exist, primarily

where clearly stated authority restrictions in a C.O.R. formal dele-

gation lay open to doubt the true limits of his authority.

In the NASA BCA decision of •net Power Co., 3 0 9 the contract

called for the furnishing of electrical equipment fabricated in

accordance with a designated Government specification. Not long after

the contract was signed, the contractor stated that he was extremely

doubtful as to whether he could meet some of the specification re-

quirenents. The NASA BCA stated that if tt Government intended to

demand that the contractor meet the stated requirements, it should

-. . l
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have done so within a reasonable time after the contractor revealed its

diff-iculties, not several months later. 3 10 Also revealed was the fact

that formally appointed C.O.R. 's had strongly urged the contractor to

k. continue performance and had even led him to believe that the Gov-

ernment was willing to accept the the items with the defects the

contractor had disclosed.
311

In Inet, the contractor's principal argument was that the

Government, by its course of conduct, was estopped from insisting on

strict adherence to the contract modification. 3 1 2 The Government did

not directly confront an estoppel argument', but simply countered that

the C.O.R. 's involved lacked authority. 3 1 3 While the board's opinion

initially seemed to accept the contractor's estoppel theory, 3 14 it

concluded.with language clearly echoing the concept of constructive

knowledge as set out in W. Southard Jones. 3 1 5 This is particularly

evident in the following quotation which addressed aspects of

relationship, reliance and the duty to inform:

It is clear that one or both of the representatives
of the C.O. had knowledge or should have had know-
ledge of the deficiencies the contractor expected,
and it is also clear that contractor reliance on the
course of conduct of the Government representatives
was present. The Government relied heavily on the
fact that both of the representatives of the C.O.
were subject to formal written appointments that
provided the representatives w~re not authorized to
enter into verbal or written modification to the
contract. However these representatives were required
to notify the C.O. of any difficulties that arose.

31 6

In Inet the transfer of C.O. authority to the C.O.R. is transformed

into a C.O.R. duty to inform the C.O. Thus, at least under these facts

C.O.R. authority equates to a C.O.R. duty. The p]timate result is the

C.0.R. 's knowledge being imputed to the C.0. Inlet's facts appear to

portray the hypothetical discussed at the end of Electronic and Missile

"-C " ., .W - - - V - .- . "- . . a.,.w . ... . -""'' . ,., " .. " " '" . . . - ' . ' .,. " - ' . " . . . '
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Facilities, a scope of authority issue evolving into a representative

duty issue. The cases which follow seem to indicate that the issue

arguably remains representative authority.

The previously discussed decision of R. W. Borrowdale 3 1 7 involves

a C.O.R. 's knowledge of an unauthorized contractor change to a camera

being purchased. Citing W. Southard Jones, 3 1 8 the ASBCA held that the

C.O.R. 's knowledge .and acquiesience overcame the contention that the

contractor was no more than a mere "volunteer. ' ' 3 1 9 Particularly sig-

nificant was the fact that the C.O.R. and not the C.O. had acquiesced.

A possible explanation is that the formal designation of the C.O.R.

and the reference to C.O.R.'s in the definition of C.O. are sufficient,

at least under this set of facts, to establish the requisite C.O.

contact. The absence of any discussion of the C.O. also implies a

corollary to the DAR and FAR definitions of C.O.:32 0 The C.O.R. is the

C.O. when acquiescencing within-the limits of his authority. Would

this principle apply as well to informally designated representatives

of the C.O. acquiesing within the limits of their authority?3 21 If so,

it is possible that this corollary derived from R. W. Borrowdale, a

C.O.R. decision, explains the concept of "duty to inform" used in

constructive knowledge cases. 3 2 2  The essence of the argument ordi-

narily made is that the representative closely involved with the

contract had a duty to inform the C.O. Acquiescence presumes authority

somewhere, but is ordinarily an argument reserved for C.O. 's. But if

the representative could be established to be a C.O.R. would not the

issue of C.O. constructive knowledge and the C.O.R. 's acquiescencing

"within the limits of his authority" be identical concepts? The onl-y

difference would be that constructive knowledge decisions point to the

S. ' ' ' , ,' .'." _' " . ' '-e ' ' " .'" , . . . - . . . . . . . . . . , .. - . . - - . - . . " . - .. . - . ._ '
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designated C.O.'s as opposed to the CO.R.'s authority as the basis for

binding the Government. Finding that the representative acquiesced,

would implicitly be a finding that the representative had the authority

all along.

It is possible to argue that a representative has a duty to

inform which is more expansive than the liniits of that representative's

authority; that is, the representative could not act with authority but

is obligated to inform the C.O. The failure to inform the C.O. results

in the C.O. still being constructively on notice, thereby resulting in

- C.O. acquiescence. However, such a dist'inction between the duty to

inform and the limits of the representative's authority would apoear to

be not well taken. The elements of constructive knowledge are in

essence nothing more than representative acquiescence to matters within

the limits of the representative's authority. There would be no duty

if it were outside these limits,'as the representative's responsibility

and discretion would terminate. The same elelents, responsibility and

discretion, which would also establish duty would satisfy the pre-

requisites to that representative's being authorized, the limits or

scope of that representative's authority being precisely defined by the

C.O.'s transfer of discretion or responsibility.

This correlation between "duty to inform" and authority is

supported by the designated C.O.R. decision of Reeves Instrument Co. 323

The facts in Reeves center around a formally designated C.O.R. who had

an RCA employee and an ITT employee working for him for purposes of

:-ionitoring and integrating the Reeves equipment being purchased. The

.O.R. testified at the hearing that the RCA and ITT employees were his

'eyes and ears" but that he retained the mouth. 324 In the first claim
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made by Reeves, the board found that these contractor employees had no

"authority to direct changes and that Reeves knew this. 325 Accordingly,

" the board neld that Reeves could not recover for changes ordered by

those employees, unless a Government representative authorized to order

changes had actual or constructive knowledge of the changes and

approved or ratified them.32 6 The contractor contended that the C.O.R.

did in fact ratify a control panel change ordered by the RCA and ITT

employees. The board summarily rejected this argument by noting that

the Government never participated in the discussions concerning the

changes. 3 2 7  But actual C.O.R. partic'pation in discussions would

appear to be a needless prerequisite to contractor recovery of the RCA

and ITT issued changes if these employees were, in fact, the C.O.R.'s

eyes and ears" as the C.O.R. had testified. Clearly, a constructive

knowledge argument would seem to exist. Yet, if constructive knowledge

or the duty to inform is really the representative's acquiescing within

the limits of his authority, Reeves makes perfect sense. The ITT and

RCA employees had no authority and they therefore had no duty to

inform. Absent actual C.O.R. knowledge, these employees could not bind

the Government.

In summary, it should be noted that the decisions discussed

clearly indicate that the duty to inform is quite possibly nothing
more than a disguised authority concept linking the action in issue to

the C.O. The cases in the next section will show that a fictional C.O.

link is unnecessary, as a direct C.O. link is already present.

(c) The Impact of Factual Circumstances on the Formally De-

signated Contracting Officer's Representative.

The impact of factual circumstances on the C.O.R. is not all that

k~el



ruch different from the other representative categories studied. Since

thne C.O.R. is obviously authorized, the need to use this method serves

to emphasize that the true issue is not the existence of authority, but

is rather the scope of authority known to exist. Implicit in the

court's or board's analysis of circumstances is the fact that the

C.O.R.'s formal designation is not to be accepted at face value. In an

attempt to confirm the designation, the courts and boards often look to

functual actuality. To the extent functual actuality is consistent

with the delegation, the delegation will be upheld; and as was the case

with the other categories, if the functuAl realities do not coincide

with the formal delegation, the realities will govern.

In the 1962 ASBCA decision of Rentel and Frost 3 2 8 the stated

basis for the contractor's recovery was the C.O.'s imputed knowledge

from his formally designated C.O.R. 's, however the real issues were

centered around equity and good faith. The facts indicate that a

construction contractor submitted a bid for a basic bid item and

certain alternate work which the Government had the option to award.

Because the Government lacked funds for the alternate work, the Gov-

ernment sent the contractor a notice of award stating that a contract

was awarded "in accordance with your bid..." and then cited only the

amount of the contractor's basic bid. Thereafter, the parties signed a

formal contract for the basic bid amount, but inadvertently included

the alternate work as well. Not realizing tirat there was an incon-

sistency between the contract price and the statement of work, the

contractor began to perform the alternate work. The evidence indicated

that formally designated C.O.R. 's were fully aW'are that the contractor

was exceeding his required contract obligations. 3 2 9  The board's
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opinion evidenced obvious concern for the contractor's gooa faith

perceptions and the fact that one partj .ns 5eing taken advantage

of. 3 3 0  Leaving no doubt as to the true basis for the contractor's

recovery, the board stated:

[W]e find no basis in logic, equity or reason or upon
reasonable interpretation of the entire record in
this appeal for making this appellant suffer a loss
for the work it performed in good faith...

331

Good faith performance of work genuinely needed by the Government was

the actual basis of the contractor's recovery. No reference was made

to the C.O.R. 's having any added autfhority or being held to any

.i different standard than any other category of representative. In

short, the issue of the C.O.R. 's formal designation Appears to have

played no role in the outcome of this decision.

The previously discussed decision of Triangle Electronics

Manufacturing Co. 33 2 addresses-the problem of a C.O.R. who had duties

inconsistent with his stated delegation of authority. In Triangle the

contractor claimed that a C.O.R.'s misinterpretation of a contract

requirement entitled it to recover a contract price increase for

resulting extra work. The Government countered by noting that the

C.O.R. was not authorized pointing to a letter which designated the

C.O.R. and stated that he was not authorized to make any agreement

changing contract quantity or quality. The board in Triangle recog-

nized the significance of this formal letter limiting the C.0.R.'s

authority, but still held for the contractor.3 3 3  Central to the

board's reasoning was the fact that interpretation of contract data

requirements was apparently very much a norfhal part of the C.O.R. 's

regular duties.334 The board concluded that these routinely performed

duties also included the power to make erroneous interpretations.

• . - * , . -
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While the board in Triangle went on to find a case of C.O.

acquiescence, strongly implied was the fact that this was but one

other factor leading to the contractor's recovery. Once again, a

"totality of circumstances" approach seems to best describe what was

taking place. Clearly, consideration was also given to the C.0.R. 's

* stated authority limitations 3 3 7 as well as to contractor and C.0. 's

working relationships with the C.O.R. 3 3 8 While each of these factors

- has at sometime been cited as the sole basis for legal conclusion, in

Triangle they were each discussed as a significant issue meriting some

consideration. The "totality of circumstances" approach, overtly used

in Triangle, is particularly revealing in the consideration given the

formal C.O.R. designation. In weighing the various factors, the board

' . focused not on the individual's being the C.O. 's authorized repre-

sentative, but looked instead to the authority limiting aspects

associated with the delegation. 3 3 9 At least as viewed by the board in

Triangle, the tone of the delegation was more of authority restricting

as opposed to authority granting. It is for this reason that the board

spent the majority of the decision overcoming the presumption that the

stated restrictions were valid and binding.

Contrary to Triangle's emphasis on the restrictions of the C.O.R.

designation,the fact that reliance may be reasonable based solely on

the representative's formal designation was actually recognized in the

-. 1973 DOT CAB decision of Holland Construction Co.340 In Holland Con-

struction the contractor's claim arose from an engineer's erroneous

instructions regarding emplacement of topsoil. Pointing to the

engineer's C.O.R. designation as evidence of reasonableness, the board

stated:

• °
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Absent other contractual directions, appellant's
reliance upon the engineer's designation of the fills
as the proper areas for emplacement of topsoil was
enti re1y reasonable under the circumstances inasmuch
as the engineer was the Contracting Officer's
designated representative with authority under the
specifications to "decide all questions" relating to

-'.-' '"interpretation of the plans and specifications.
(Emphasis added)3 41

While in Holland Construction the existence of a formal C.O.R.

designation resulted in a finding of authority, other decisions appear

to consistent with the viewpoint of Triangle Manufacturing that it is

- only one factor. In 1980 ASBCA decision of Charles G. Williams

Construction Co.342 the contractor's cla:im centered around the allega-

tion that the C.O.R. waived defects in a construction contract. The

contractor argued that the formally designated C.O.R. had sufficient

- apparent authority to waive the defects in issue. The board summarily

dismissed the assertion of apparent authority, quoted the C.O.R. clause

from the contract and then noted:

This does not preclude an examination to determine
whether the engineer was vested with such authority
.y implication from the terms of the foregoing
standard clause referenced above; or whether the
Government was not otherwise estopped to deny his
authority.

However, we are unable to discern any valid basis in

support of the contractor's assertions. 343

The board's denial of the claim was at least in part based on C.O.

communications to the contractor, which it felt were "sufficient by

their very nature to place appellant on notice of [the C.O.R's] limited

authority..." 3 44  This, the board reasoned, eliminated any basis for

reasonable reliance.3 4 5  Once again, a "tot-ality of circumstances"

approach seemed to have been controlling.

.--.'5
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The fact that a Particular representative's duties or functional

- actuality may be a significant factor with regard to formally aesig-

' nated C.O.R.'s seems clearly implied from the ASBCA decision of Randall

H. Sharpe. 34 6 In Sharpe the issues centered around changes ordered by

the C.O. 's technical representative who was the base civil engineer.

>. The board found authority,34 7 but seemed to impliedly confine its con-

clusion to the previously discussed category of "Field Representa-

t i Yes,"

...where the contracting officer has designated a
resident engineer, a project engineer or, as hereT
the base civil engineer to be-his technical repre-
sentative for purposes of technical surveillance of
workmanship and inspection of materials under the
contract, and the functions delegated t.o such
engineer include: (1) inspection of workmanship; (2)
rejection of defective material and/or workmanship;
and (3) requiring replacement of defective material
and/or workmanship, this delegation empowers the
technical representative to direct the contractor on
the basis of his interpretations of the specifi-
cations. In such case the contractor is not ob-
ligated to protest to the contracting officer
personally and the Government is liable if the
technical representative erroneously construes the
contract. (Emphasis added) 348

In Sharpe the representatives duties appeared to be the driving force.

The actual designation seemed secondary.

Consistent with the need to examine the "totality of circum-

stances" is the fact that the boards and courts seem not to be in-

hibited by any presumption that these formally designated represen-

tatives frequent any particular location on the ipectrum of authority

The analysis set out in the previously discussed decision of Tasker

Industries34 9 clearly evidences this. In Tasker the finding of license

together with its heavy dependence on C.O. relationships and not the

formal C.O.R. designation ultimately identified the representative as

-,*q , - . - . - . - . . . - . - - ' . - . - . - . , . - . . "".j-" ./,> -" . v ,' , ." , .'



having the authority necessary to bind the Sovernment. 3 50 The board

displayed the primary foundation for its decision when it noted:

In a number of cases the Court of Claims has indi-
cated that when a contracting officer licenses
technical personnel, such as engineers or inspectors,
to give guidance or instruction about specification
problems to contractors the Government is liable for
the consequence of the guidance given.

And as in all the cases cited, liability attaches
where the actual exercise of authority is in error
and hence induces the contractor to perform work
beyond the scope of the contract.

We think much depends upon the circumstances of the

case. (Emphasis added)35
1

The case of Tasker Industries does an excellent job of illustrating

two significant points: (1) The commingling of categories of cases as

precedential authority in this area is not an oversight, but is the

very essence of what is going on. In Tasker not one of the decisions

cited to establish the legal concept of "license" involved a formally

appointed C.O.R.352 The clear implication is that the formal designa-

tion itself is only one factor being considered. This brings up the

- second and related point: (2) To the limited extent that the formal

C.O.R. delegation is a factor, the authority restricting language

routinely made a part of the designation may even create a presumption

that the formally designated representative has l.ess authority than his

informally created counterpart. This was at least the tone of Triangle

Manufacturing. In Tasker this would have meant that absent the estab-

lishment of license, the C.O.R. designation-together with its re-

strictions would have meant what it said. This would have been

entirely consistent with the already established principle which when

.- 7
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stated in its converse reads "where the duties performed by the repre-

sentative are consistent with the formal delegation, the restrictive

aspects of the delegation will be upheld." 3 53  Once again functional

actuality would prevail.

The expansiveness of the concept of license is best displayed in

the context of the C.O.R. The prior discussion of Tasker Industries

has already indicated that the authority derived from license may be

broader than that inherent to a formally designated C.O.R. The 1978

DOTCAB decision of Wismer and Becker Contracting Engineers 3 54 shows

further evidence of the breadth of this- concept. Wismer dealt with a

C.O.R. 's refusal to allow a contractor's substitution of a vendor who

supplied a technically acceptable product to a step-one technical

proposal, The contractor had apparently stated on the equipment list

submitted with his technical proposal that the equipment listed was

tentative and that he might substitute other technically acceptable

equipment for that named. When the contractor tried to substitute

equipment, however, the Government C.O.R.'s refused to accept it,

stating that substitutions were not permitted. The contractor claimed

a constructive change. The Government asserted as one defense the

absence of a final decision. The facts in Wismer indicated that the

C.0.R. 's had repeatedly rejected the contractor's request for approval.

Furthermore, the contractor had specifically requested an immediate

decision for the C.0., but no such decision was ever issued or pro-

mised. Under these circumstances the board concluded that the con-

tractor had no choice but to obtain another supplier or face contract

termination. 3 5 5  Summarily illustrating thE impact of license, the

board stated:
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Neither was a final decision by the Contracting
Officer a necessary prerequisite for appellant to
take the action it did. Both the Court of Claims and
this Board have ruled that whether the contract or
the Contracting Officer licenses technical personnel
to give guidance or make decisions under the speci-
fications, the Government is liable for the con-
sequences of the action taken.356

As was the case in the previously discussed decision of Clevite

Ordinance,3 5 7 the contract was at least in part rewritten by the

equitable aspects of license. The fact that the board felt compelled to

draw on the concept shows that it is broader than the position of

formally designated C.O.R. The essence of the concept, as displayed in

Tasker, Clevite, and Wismer, simply stated is that if there is an

inconsistency between a express or implied delegation of authority and

a contractual limitation on that authority, the functional actuality of

the representative will prevail, even at the cost of rewriting the

contract. In Tasker the C.O.R.'s authority was limited by language set

out in the C.O.R. clause in the contract. The C.O.R. supposedly could

not issue contract changes. License changed this. 358  In Clevite the

set procedures of the "Limitation of Cost" clause were deemed"...

transitory and provisional accounting procedures... not permitted to

pose a barrier to payment."3 59 And in Wismer the final result was that

the disputes procedure which necessitated a designated C.O. final

decision was held to be unnecessary.
3 60

(d) Formally and Informally Createl Contracting Officer's

Representatives. - What is Really Going On

The fact that C.O.R. 's absent their formal designation are

indistinguishable from other representatives having authority is

readily apparent from the case law "finding" C.O.R. 's in represen-

tatives not formally designated. The issue in these decisions seems

%J.
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simply to be finding the conveyance of C.0. authority to a Government

representative. Since there -ay be no formal delegation, the boards

and courts are forced to look to other factors. The question, however,

remains the same: Did the C.O. intentionally, or perhaps even

unintentionally give the representative authority to do what was done?

Typical of this type of analysis is that set out in the previously

referenced case of Switlik Parachute Co. :361

Paragraph 5.101 of the DCSC contract provisions
provided that inspection for compliance with contract
specifications would be performed at origin "by an
authorized inspector of the Government." Further-
more, paragraph 5.104 provided 'that acceptance would
be performed "by an authorized Government Repre-
sentative at origin." We conclude from this pro-
vision that the resident QAR was implicit:ly au-

-thorized by the Contracting Officer to inspect and
accept... (Emphasis added) 3 62

The ASBCA ultimately found the inspector to be an authorized repre-

sentative of the C.O. 3 6 3  Clearly, all that the board was really

concerned with was that the inspector had authority to perform the

tasks in issue. The board was simply involved in a search for evidence

of that authority. A formal C.O.R. designation is one form of such

evidence. Switlik illustrates a case where the authority delegation was

in the contract, but was not quite as formal.

The search for authority and the finding of a C.O.R. is not

confined to formal documents. In the 1970 ASBCA decision of Con-

tractor's Equipment Rental Co. 364 a field representative was "found" to

be the C.O.'s authorized representative based on an oral statement made

by the C.O to the contractor. 3 6 5  The board's reasoning read as

follows:

The contracting officer's designation of Colonel
Meyers pointedly as the "man to satisfy," and the
clear evidence that, by the contracting officer's
acquiescence, all questions as to equipment needs and
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sufficiency were referred to the former's choice, is
tantamount to a delegation defacto as the contracting

f officer's authorized representative. (Empnasis
aaaea)366

The logic in Contractor's Equipment Rental Co. is simple. The repre-

sentative received a delegation from the C.O., and he acted within that

delegation; he is therefore a C.O.R. This all equates to a finding of

authority.

While scope of authority is the key issue, actions by Government

employees still require a nexus with the contract to qualify as a

C.O.R. This point is brought home by the 1972 ASBCA decision of Frank

K. Blas Plumbing and Heating Co.3 67 In Blas a construction contract

called for the alteration of the heating system in a Government plant

being operated by a third party contractor. On one occasion, about an

hour after one of the contractor's shifts had reported for work, the

plant security officer ordered contractor's employees to vacate the

plant because of a bomb scare. The contractor preceeded to make a

"- claim under the contract's "Suspension of Work" clause. The board

denied the claim notwithstanding the finding that the security officer

had acted within the limits of his authority when he ordered the plant

vacated.368 The board reasoned:

While we have no doubt that the security officer
acted within the limits of his authority when he
ordered the plant be vacated during the bomb scare,
he was not a duly appointed authorized representative

.* of the Contracting Officer and had no authority or

... responsibility with respect to the Government
contract with appellant. It would geem that his
actions ordering the plant to be vacated applied with
equal force to all persons in the plant without
regard to whether they were engaged in the per-
formance of any contract with the Government. 36 9

The absence of any nexus to a contract prec-ludes the contractor's

recovery in Blas. 3 70 It displays a Government representative acting

K'
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within the limits of his authority, and who is yet not a C.O.R. Though

never formally addressed as such, the acts in issue were probably

sovereign as opposed to contractual in nature. This would explain the

authority without the C.O.

Authority for all transactions related to a contract comes

directly or indirectly from either the C.O. or the contract. Since the

C.O. 's authority gives life to the contract, even contractual dele-

gations are C.O. delegations. Thus, to the extent a representative is

authorized under a contract, he is an authorized representative of the

C.A., lack of formal designation notwi.thstanding. The search for

authority or analysis of a particular representative's scope of

authority, is the determination of whether the actions taken may be

classified as those of a C.O.R. Finding license, or discovering a

C.O.R. equates to nothing more than a determination that the actions

in issue were authorized. The delegation may have been express or

implied, intentional or unintentional, but the vast majority of

decisions feel compelled, as well they should, to point to the C.O. 3 71

For in a legal context which will not recognize apparent authority, all

authority arguments must point to a Contracting Officer. Thus, all au-

thorized representatives leading to contractor recovery must be

authorized representatives of the C.O. acting or acquiescing within the

limits of their authority.

(e) Conclusions with regard to tohe Formally Designated

Contracting Officer's Representative

The examination of the "totality of circumstances" to find or

confirm the C.O.R.'s scope of authority is essentially the same process

used to analyze the other categories of representatives. The very need

"Sm



to examine the same elements impliedly places the formally designated

C.O.R. on the same spectrum of authority as the other representative

categories and therefore effectively eliminates any arguments that the

formally designated C.O.R. stands in a position of higher stature than

other Government representatives.

While the designation of C.O.R. is clear evidence of the exis-

tence of some amount of authority, it tells you nothing about the scope

of that authority. The use of a spectrum paradigm converts all issues

into scope issues. Analysis of factual circumstance makes the actual

C.O.R. designation only one more fact6r to be scrutinized. Incon-

sistent language in the designation or a fact situation inconsistent

with that designation could also prove determinative of the functional

actuality of the representative in issue. These functional realities

-. will govern. This brings us back to the same authority prerequisites

previously used to find a C.O.R.. or establish C.O. license. It all

becomes an attempt to find a particular representative authorized under
.4..

.* the circumstances in issue, and amounts to nothing more than validating

that the representative acted within the limits of his authority. Once

again, C.O. action, relationships or knowledge play a paramount role in

translating equity of circumstance into a finding that the repre-

sentative did in fact act within scope. Direct or indirect contact or

attribution to the C.O. appears to be the common thread to all the

categories. In short, the C.O. appears to be held accountable for the

situations he either creates or tolerates.

- The conversion of all issues to scope of authority issues

contains an implied recognition that all Go-ernment representatives

working on the contract are C.O. representatives. The key issue of
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scope determines whether they are the C.O. 's authorized represen-

tative's acting within the limits of their authority. And to the

extent they are, they act as the C.0. and bind the Government. The

circle thus becomes complete. The C.O. is directly or indirectly

.- responsible for the delegation of authority and his actions effectively

-' create other C.O.'s, arguably a prerequisite to all actual authority.

Study of the formally designated C.O.R. brings all the authority

issues together in part because it brings all the representative

categories together. Placing them all on the same spectrum conceptually

permits them all to act as C.O. 's to th6 extent they act within the

limits of their authority. The key to analysis thus becomes scope of

authority and the circumstantial elements necessary to determine it.

. J..-
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Chapter IV

Some Conclusions

Issues of representative authority appear to be reasonably

predictable. Transfer of discretion by the C.O. equates with transfer

of authority. Expressed in other terms, this means that the functional

actuality of the representative will govern, regardless of contrary

C.O. statements, made orally or included as a part of the contract.

These principles are dictated by the predominate elements of equity,
, -',

good faith, and reasonable reliance, all::included under the expression

of "totality of circumstances." Under functual actuality if the C.O.

places a representative in a role inconsistent with stated restrictions

on the representative's authority, the representative's placement

- stands as a modification. Thus analysis of the "totality of cir-

-'- cumstances" means that a C.O.'s actions may speak louder than his words

and the courts and boards will not confine their analysis to written

documents when the actions in issue were taken by one with authority.

In short, equity and good faith dictate that written disclaimers be

overruled by contracting realities.

The spectrum of authority paradigm appears as a sound approach to

study the totality of circumstances present in most fact situations.

It is an efficient model for conceptualizing varying degrees of equity,

. good faith, and reasonable relianct. It contributes to the predic-

tability of the outcome of representative authority issues by making

one sensitive to patterns of equity, and good faith as they apply to

* designated C.O. and contractor relation nip.. Study of these rela-
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tionships is essentially analysis of functional actuality.

The need for discovering functi6nal actuality is brought about by

the contracting agencies' failure to properly depict what is really

taking place. Similarly, the courts and boards concern for equity and

good faith complements the agencies' lack of concern for these issues.

Agency regulations and informal publications do not adequately address

and in many instances misrepresent representative authority issues. In

a sense the agency is acting as no more than a party to the contract,

refusing to admit to even the possibility of any liability. This is

best apparent from the disclaimer provisibns routinely made a part of

the contract. Agency adamancy that only the designated C.O. may make

material changes to the contract stands in defiant contrast to the

contrary case law in this area. The agencies' failure to recognize

that such changes are possible explains their lack of efforts to

- control the situation.

-1.: The agencies' failure to contend with contracting realities has

simply transferred that burden to the courts and boards. It has become

a case of defining the rules of contract performance after the fact.

The result of the agencies' refusal to rise above their position as a

party to the contract is to essentially deprive them of the opportunity

to shape the rules in this area. Instead of addressing the fuctional

actuality of the representative, the agencies have tended to disclaim

any responsibility. They wish the benefits" that representative

guidance offers, while disclaiming liability for errors. This is per

se a violation of good faith and is not to be tolerated by the courts

and boards. What is particularly unfortunate :for both contractors and

h.' the Government is that the rules of their relationships cannot be

--%-,.' * .
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clearly defined in advance to encourage efficient contracting. This

would certainly contribute to the integrity of the procurement process

in a performance sense, and save substantial amounts in time and money

otherwise wasted'on inevitable litigation.
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